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CHAPTER. I 
INTRODUCTION 
When one of the foremolt authoritiea in the field of arithmetic caUa 
for more reaearch to he done alona that Une,! it is ample reaaon for chooainl 
that field in which to do a theaia. There aeema to be an unlimited aupply of 
topica for reaearch work, but tbe one that aeema to have found the most 
intereated followinl 18 that of problem aolvina. Probably that can be account.' 
ed for by the innumerable factora which enter in wben one conaidera aucceas 
or non-aucceaa in relation to the aolvina of verbal problema. One queation 
which conatantly came to the mind of the wl'ller waa .. y the children who can 
attain a arade level above their actual ,rade level in problem solvin I bave 
luch an antipathy toward it. Wby allo do they claim that tbey are unable to 
lolve verbal problems? 
It waa queationa auch aa thoae mentioned wbicb ,ave birth to the idea 
of this atudy. Tbe autbor haa attempted to find out aome of the difficultiea 
1 Quy T. BuaweU, . Methoda ~ Studying Pupils' Thinkin. ~ Arithme-, 
~ Supplementary Educational Monographa, No. 10, Chicago Univeralty, I'. 
55 .. 63. 
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which her students were having in the solving of word problems. During the 
study the following objectives were kept in mind: 
1. To endeavor to discover the method which a child uses to solve a ver-
"al problem. 
Z. To note the improvement in the pupils-ability to solve verbal problems 
during the school year 1953-1954 by stressing various methods of .olution. 
3. To find out to what extent it is posaible to teach children who have no 
~efinite method of their own for .olving verbal problems, a technique which 
would be helpful in solving them. 
4. To form an opinion as to which techniques have proved most helpful. 
The experimental study was carried on in two private school in the 
ity of Chicago. One school is a private girls' school in which the writer 
eaches the eighth grade arithmetic. She has also been allowed to include the 
eventh grade in this experimental work. Together the number of the children 
~ the two c1as.es 18 twenty-five. The other school 18 a private boys' school 
In which the writer teaches the seventh grade arithmetic, and has included the 
4 ighth grade in her experiment. They totalled twenty-four boya in theae two 
4 lasses. 
The children in both schoob come from famille s whose financial 
tatus for the most part puts them in the upper income brackets. A few of the 
cihildren come from homes where the income is average but sufficiently large 
3 
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to give them a comfortable living. All of the children have traveled widely in 
the United States and some of them in foreign countries. This has given them 
a very broad general knowledge. These experiences eliminate many difficul-
ties that come from being unable to visualize material around which a problem 
centers. 
Since the writer of this study has taught in these two schools for 
the past four years. the children who took part in the experimental study were 
well known to her. She had taught them all previously .. except those who wer4 
new to the schools this year - either arithmetic or some other core subject. 
As the classes are very small, the children from the beginning feel right at 
home and at ease which is so necessary for this type of study as Buswell says 
"The first requirement is that the teacher estabUsh good rapport with the 
pupil so that he will express his thoughts freely and fully as he does his com .. 
Z 
putations or his verbal problem. " Both schools have a family atmosphere 
which gives the child the knowledge that he belongs and has a very important 
part to play in his class. There is rarely any reticence on the child's part 
in making known the difficulty he experiences. The children know that the 
teacher is willing to help them individually, and if they hesitate to ask during 
a class they have ample opportunity to ask in private. 
Z Ibid., 58. 
4 
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For the pa.t three year. in both .chool., the children have been 
irouped for arithmetic, or taken individually ~ a. their ability warrant.. The 
i)a.i. lor thl. aroupina it u..ually dependent on three thina': (1) the attitude 01 
he child toward the .u.bject. Thi. can be ,athered chiefiy from the teacher 
who had him in the pa.t. She note. whether he 1. ealer to learn. Doe. he 
~ant to let by with a. little work a. po •• ible ? Ie he a plodder and wil1inl to 
~O all that i. a •• i,ned? (2) The Irade level attained 011 one of the reUable 
_chievement te.t.. The children in both .choal. are te.ted at lea.t twice a 
veal', anel Ulually a. often a. every quarter. (S) The child'. 1.0. and Read-
ln' Orade Equivalent. 
In the ,irl.' .chool the aritlunetic period i. fUty minute. in lellith 
:laity. In the boy., .chool the arithmetic period i •• ixty-five minute. in !enath 
Wly. No teacher i. obU,ed to take her entire Iroup or Iroup. any day. If 
Ihe want. to take one child individually to clear up a difficulty, .he maya while 
~ remainder 01 the children with whom .he 1. char.ed have .ufltcieat work 
o continue on their own. The children, when not with one of the arithmetic 
eacher., are at a .upervi.ed .tudy. There the one in char,e report. to the 
arithmetic teacher. when one in her Iroup:l. not dolna arithmetic. The cau.e 
~ hi. not doilll ,arithmetic i. di.covered and remeelled. 
It 1. not obU,atory for the teacher. to a •• l,D homework. However, 
~ teacher. do a •• l." homework. if not every niaht, at lea.t three night. a 
~eek. 
---
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Given the fre.dom from uaual ciaeeroom procedurea 1n the arithme-
tic department of both echoole, the writer wae able to carry on her etudy -
a ewdy which would have be.n more difficult to make in a mol'. cODv.ntional 
echool. 
The echoola have found thle Irouping v.ry eatiefactory. Th. dull 
child finde joy in ,oing to cla •• and under.tanding what he ia doing. Thi • 
• ene. of achi.vement ie a gr.at incentive to hard.r work. The avera •• 
. 
child can work to hi. full ability without beinl h.ld back by the dull child or 
con.tantly outatripped for the honor. by the very briaht child. It i. the 
author'. opinion that the keene.t aati.faction h found on the part of the briab 
child. Arithmetic i. pre.ented to him a. a challeDle, eomethinl that i. a 
little beyond hi. reach, but which he can attain by .tretching. Thi. loal whe ~ 
reached live. him a aena. of achievement and widen. hie borizona to aee fur ~ 
ther goall. He lov.I to conquer the difficult, and thi. can be prelented to a 
group of children of We type in .uch a way that it will b. a .pur to work 
harder. OIl the other hand, if the .ame type of work w.re preeented to a 
mixed group, what would be cUfflcult to the very InteUil.nt child would b .... 
com. a nightmare to the averal. child and impo •• ibl. to the dull, thu. 
encouraginl the 1alt two groupe to build up the f •• Unl which eo many have. 
"I could never do arithmetic - I n.ver kn.w what 1 wa. doing. fI Morton ex-
prea •• d thia idea wh.n h •• aid: 
6 
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Not the least important of the findings ••• i, the fact that problem 
assignments should be varied to ,uit the greatly varying capacities 
of the children to be taught. What 18 suitable for average children 
is too easy for the gifted and too difficult for the dull. Providing a 
uniform assignment for all is Ukely to result in a loss of interest 
on the part of the brighter children because the talks are not a fit 
challenge to their abilities and an equal or greater loss of interest on 
the part of the duller because they fail to understand what is ret(uired 
of them. Only by making the assignment conform to the different 
capacities and interests of the pupUs in the dass can we hope to 
accomplish a maximum of benefit for all. 3 
The schools have found that not all teachers share these views on 
the group system. The teacher who 18 enthusiastic: about his subject has been 
found to be completely in favor of it, but those who find no interest in the 
teaching of arithmetic have the strong objection that having groups at all dif .. 
ferent levela calls for much more work on the part of the teacher. That is 
ve ry true. However, they are all unanimous in admitting that the actual 
teaching within the classroom is easier. 
3 R.obert Lee Morton, Teaching Arithmetic.!.!!!!... Elementary 
School, Vol. n, Chicago, 1938, 459. 
---
.. 
CHAPTER U 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Problem lolvina could undoubtedly claim to trace itl hhtory from 
he beginning of man, for with the exietence of man probleml came into being. 
~owever, written recordl al to the nature and ellence of problem lolving in 
lrithmetic came before the public eye Ihortly after Rice'. firlt published re-
~ort in 1902. Rice's report wal not deaUng with problem lolvin, but was hh 
~xplanation of how to mealure the progrell in arithmetic lcientilically.l This 
ave an impetus to others in the field of arithmetic both in computation and 
roblem lolving. Though the ball began to roll with Rice, itl progress waa 
low. In 1921 Buswell and Judd made a survey of all the literature which had 
een pubUshed conceruin, problem solving before 1927.2 This survey presents 
very c9nciee summary of all articles written and gives a clear picture 
I Charles Judd and Quy ·T. Buswell, Summary of Arithmetic InvesU-
rationa (1(26) Problem Solving, Chicago, 1927. -
2 Ibid. 
-
7 
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of the experimental work which had been done pn problem .olving up to that 
time. 
Amonl the many .tudie. that Judd and Bu.well reviewed wa. Hydle 
and Clapp,.3. Their work wa. concerned with .ixth thrOl.llh ninth Irade •• 
They .tl.ldied the followlnl element. of difficulty a. it concern. problem .olv ... 
in,: (1) objective .ettinl, tZ) .ize of number., (3) unfamiliar object., (4) 
arrangement of problem. within a .erie., (5) non ... e •• ential term., (6) experi-
ence and vi.uaUzation, (1, the problem form of .tatement compared with the 
;project form of statement, and laltly, (8) symbolic terms. They found that 
there was a great ditlerence in the solution of problem. with and without the 
~ir.t five elementl. With the .ixth and seventh element they could not find 
any significant difference;with the eighth there was a significant difference for 
,rade. four and five, but not for the hi,her grades. They concluded that their 
Itl.ldy gave evidence that pupill' thin'ldn, 18 me.rely a matter of vilualization 
and that if we are to train the children to think, the problem 1 that they are 
liven must not be too easy to visualize. 
Another .tudy that was pubUshed before 19Z1 wa. the experimental 
work done by Lutes • He aimed to improve the problem solvin, ability of the 
3 L. L. Hydle and Frank L. Clapp, Elements of Difficult! in the 
Interpretation of Concrete Problem. in Arithmetic, Uni.;erlity of WiicoMln 
Bureau of Educational Research Bulletin, No.9, Madison, Sept. 1911. 
, 
beth grade classe. in the large public .chooll In one of Iowat • citie.. In 
udging hi. re.ult.4 Lute. con.idered that the correlation. between computa';' 
ion and rea.oninllow, beinl 0.439 t .035 and 0.494 to.033. He found that 
D the group. where the emphaai. wa. laid on computational .kill there were 
reater re.ult. to .how in both computation and rea.oning. However, in the 
~elinning of hi. experiment he did not define problem .olving ability a. 
billty to rea.on but the ability to obtain correct mathematical an.wer •• 
It would .eem that i, might be well to keep in mind Lutes' .tre •• 
)D computational practice, for, according to an article by Habel there it a 
~reat deficiency. "Examination of many article. relating to arithmetic tests 
clministered to college fre.hmen hal inexorably empha.ized the unhappy fact 
hat thirty to forty percent of the fre.hmen in mo.t .eetion. of the country are 
merior to the average eighth grade .tudent in computational .kill. 115 Thi. 
~ould mean that the .tudents of the eighth grade today are better trained in 
omputational akill.. However, to have thi. ability la.t for the next five 
ear. the pre.ent eighth grader. will have to have a thorough. understanding 
4 Olin S. Lute', An Evaluation of Three Technique. for Improving 
~iUty ~ Solve Arithmetic Problem., UnlVer.ity of Iowa Monograph. in Edu-
~ation, No.6, Iowa City, June, 19Z6. 
5 E. A.Habel,"Defic:iencie. of College J"re.hmen in Arithmetic: ~.no.i. and Remedy!!, Seh.oolSc:ience and Mathematic., 50: June 1950 
~'0-481. -
---
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of the computational skilll, or they will be am~ng the freshmen whom next 
year's eighth graders surpass. 
In 19Z9 Neulen did a study with three groups which had be.n divided 
on the I. O. basis. Though there was non-overlapping on the point of I. O. it) 
any of these groups, there was a decided overlapping in arithmetic abiUty. 
There were some pupil. in each group who solved all twenty-five problems 
correctly and .ome in each "roup who .olved none of the thre .... tep problems 
correctly. He felt that it showed that homogenous grouping according to 1:'0. 
did not necea.arily produce homogeneity for problem .olving. However, be 
did note tbat tbe per cent of pupill in the lower 1. O. groups which solved the 
problems incorrectly was greater tban tbo.e in the lUgber groups. likewise, 
the per cent solvinl the Ireater number of problems correctly were to be 
found in the two higher groups. 6 
Hanna has been much quoted for the experimental work which he 
carried on endeavorinl to find out which of three method. was the most suc .. 
ces.ful in teachinl children to solve verbal problem •• 7 The methods were 
6 Leon Nelson Neulen, Probl.m Solving in Arithmetic, The Lincoln 
School of Teacher. College, Bureau of Publicatione,Columbia Univeraity, 
Ne .. York, 19Z9. 
7 Paul R.. Hanna, Arithmetic ProblemSolvin" The Linceln Sehool 
of Teachers College, Bur.au of Publicationa, Columbia Univeraity, New York 
1929. 
--
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the dependenctea, conventional and the individual method. He fOUZld out at the 
~nd of a .ix weeka' trial that the conventional method waa iDferior to the other 
two, but that atati.tica ahowed no .i,mficant difference between the dependen-
ciea and the independent methoda. 
A Uttle lea. than ten y.ara lat.r, She.rin carried Oft an experiment 
with fOTty-two ela •••• from fourth throqh ei.hth .radea in an attempt to eval-
tuate which of the three method a waa be.t for teachinl problem solvin,_ 8 She 
had the children u.e the conventional, equation and box technique. At the con 
du.lon of W. work .he found that there waa no technique which wa •• ipili. 
cpUy .uperior to another, but there waa a alpillcant trend in 'avor of the 
lM»x technique. 
Another mean. that hal been employed to help children improve in 
IProblem .olvin. i. that of eaUmatin. ana.era. It la thou,ht that If one could 
teach a child to ,ive a reaaonable eatimate of the anawer to a problem before 
tile work la be,Wl, it would eUminate much of the ranclom peaain, aoharmful 
~ real thinkin,. Dickey did an experimental atudy with .. control I roup and an 
experimental,roup with which he worked for fifty daya, tralniul them. to esti .. 
mate ana"'era to both pro})lem. and examplea. The end of the expel'iment 
tIlere waa ID' .ilnilicant dUference between the control and experimental 
8 Ethel M. Sheerin, An Evaluation of Arithmetical Problem-Solving 
!.icbique., UnpubU.hed Doctorta Di •• ertation. New York Unlveraity, N. Y. 
---
1% 
~roup8 a8 to their ability to 80lve problem8. This experiment was done with 
children in the 8ixth grade and Dickey 8aid that he felt there might be a .ignif-
icant difference if the experiment was tried with older 8tudent. with more 
mature judgment. 9 
Dieter Ie was in agreement with Dickey .s a re.ult of an experiment 
rwlW;h .he carried on with a fourth grade. She felt that there was no signili-
cant difference in the atudents' ability to solve verbal problems and Doted fur-
fr .• r that those of the clas. with lower intelligence found it confusing to have 
allo the ettimate of the antwer betide. doing the problem. At the end of the 
experiment they got more problema wrong than previoualy, while the brighter 
children made the better estimate and attained a higher acore in problem tolv· 
ing_ 10 
Where ia the advantage of e.timating aDawera if by itself it is not 
conaidered the way to improve problem solving? It baa been aaid by Shane 
and McSwain that one of the "Deaired Outcomes in Problem-Solving lt is 11(3) 
; 
Are the children able to approximate a reaaonable anawer before computing to 
.9 John W. Dickey, "The Value of Estimating Anawer. to Arithmeti 
cal Problema and Examples II , The Elementary School Journal XXXV. Sept. 
1934, 15-31. -
10 Louise E. Dieterle, The Effect 01. Eatimatins Answera in Advanc 
!!.~lvin, Word Problems in Arium;;Uc on AChievement in ArithmetiCln Orac. 
~. Unpubii8'hed Maater's Thesia, Loyol&"Univeraity. ChiCago, 1953. -
13 
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find the correct anawer? It 11 It would aeem, then, that if tbe ability to 41 st! .. 
mate the correct anawer is a desirable outcome, it evolves from a real under 
atanding of the problem. The ability to estimate answers is one of the effecta 
of the ability to aolve problema and not tbe foundation upon which thia ability 
may be built. 
Though there 18 a wiele divergence of opinion aa to the belt method 
of teaching problem solving, there i, conaiderable unity on some 'tumbling 
blocks in the way of successful problem aolvinl_ The firat of the,e is the 
abiUty to read problems and by that is not meant simply the general .kill of 
reading, but the ability to reae! and comprehene! e!etailee!. technical reading. 
Parker gives an example of a mathematic. teacher faced with a atudent who 
would say that he didn't under.tand a problem. The teacher would then aak 
if not any of the problem wa. under.tooel. Then he would tell the student to 
look at his book and read the fir at few words. The pupil would be stopped 
with the question, "Do )lou understand that?" Thia method would 10 on for 
each phrase. The teacher affirmed that frequently thi. detanee! attack was all 
that was necessary to enable a .tudent to understand a problem. 12 Cole backs 
11 H. O. Shane andE. T _ McSwain, Evaluation.!!2.!!,.e Elementary 
CVricul\ql, New York, 1951, 198. 
12 Samuel C. Parker, Tne.!!. Elementary Teachins .!.!!! Learning, 
Chicago, 1923, 379. 
--
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up this idea by stating that the clift'iculty with children is that they read prob ... 
lems as they would read fiction. They will read a problem q,uickly miaaing 
m.anyo! the details esseatial to solvinl the problem. 13 This same readiftJ 
. . 
difficulty is atated by Morton, 14 Lutes, 15 Haynes, 16 John, 11 Brueckner, 18 
and Spencer ed B~e.ard. 19 
Cloaely alUed to the reading cU.fficulty is the hurdle of vocabulal'Y. 
It ia necessary for authors when wl'itina al'ithmeUc text books to cOl'l'elate the 
vocabulal'Y of the books w,tIl the standal'd vocabulary Ust fol' each ,rade. Thi 
has not always b.en clone, and in consequence, problems were frequently In-
cOl'rectly aolved by chil<lren. Yet tho.e identical problems wel'e e.sUy solVe< 
by the aame childl'ell wben the vocabulal'Y waa chan.ed to meet their level. 
13 Luella Cole, !!!!. .l:lem.nta!}' School Subjects, New York, 1946, 
373. 
14 Mpl'ton, Teachinl Al'itbmeUc, 454. 
15 .t..ute a, .!:!- Evaluation, 12. 
16 J.ssi. P. Haynea, Problems..2!!. Superviaol' ~ Arithmetic ..!!. 
the Elementary Schools, 2nd Yearbook, Matiaal Couacil of Teachers of 
Matlaematics, M. 
. 17 Lenore 101m. #tootlcuIUe. in Solving Problema in Al'ithmet1c, H 
!}le Elementary School Jo~nal, XXXI, Nov. 1930. 
18 Leo J. Bruecknel' and Fostel' Orossnickle, How To Make Al'ith .. 
~ Weaniapul,Chica,o, IM7. -- -
N 19 PeteI' Lincoln Spencer and Mal'luel'tt. Brydelaal'd, Bulldilll 
100:: atllematical Concepta in the ElementaJ:'Y School, N. Y., 1952, 311.312. 
'. 
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There are many who claim that the difficulty o.f vocabulary is one of the main 
factors for inability to solve problems. A few of these are Hildreth20 Bell, 
. . 
Coston and Gates, 21 OesUng,22 5tevenson, 23 BusweUZ• and :Foran. 25 
Questions have arisen as to whether the difficulty of the problem 
depends on the process involved within the problem. Becker did a study along 
that line and came to the following conclusions: 
1. The sequences of processes are elements .in determining the diffi-
culty of concrete problems. 
2. The processes uide from their sequence do not appear to be ele-
ment. which determine the difficulty of concrete problem.. Sub .. 
traction-divi.ion and division-subtraction include the same pro .. 
cesses but are at opposite extremes of the scale of difficulty. 
3. Those concrete problems in which the first step is addition or 
or .ubtraction are ,enerally less difficult than those problems 
in which the first step is multiplication or division. 
4. Concrete problems in which the first step is divi.ion are 
20 Gertrude Hildreth. Learning!!!.. Three R's, Minneapolis, 1947, 
21 Elizabeth Bell, Arleta Coston and Elizabeth Gates, "Solving You 
Arithmetic Problems", National Educational Association Journal, Vol. 41, 
Nov. 1952, 477-8. 
22 P. R. Stevenson, Difficulties in Problem Solving", Journal of Ed 
.;;....;.,,;;.;;,.;.;.;...;;..-
ucational Research, XXV, May, 1932, 253 .. 260. 
23 Guy T. Buswell, Curriculum Problems ~rithmetic, The 
National Council of Teachers of Mathematic', 2nd Year Book, N. Y. 1927. 
24 Thomas Q. :Foran, "The lleading of PJOblems in Arithmetic", 
Catholic Educational Review XXXI, Dec. 1933, 60 1 .. 612. 
--
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deciaively more difficult than thoae in which the second step 
is division. 1.5 . 
This experiment which Becker did was carried on with eighth grade pupils. 
A similar study by Berglund.Oray reached the aa ,me conclusion. 
The position of a process in a problem is a factor in the degree of difficulty 
of the problem. "The ascending order of difficulty of the prosesse. when 
u.ed as the first .tep in the solution 18 as follows: addition, multiplication, 
.ubtraction, div18ion. ,,1.6 
In the past ten year. Brueckner hal made .ome interesting obser .. 
vations on the teaching of problem solvinl. He .tat.a that in many cases the 
verbal problems turn out to be nothing more than a disguised drill; he, as 
other. in the past. stresses that the problems which the children are given to 
.olve should come from direct experience. He specifie., though, that prob-
lem. containinl vicarious experiences will be helpful to the child if from 
real experience the child knows the material with which the problem deals. 1.7 
The necessity of experience in the situations with which the word 
25 Fredericka M. Becker, Effect of the Proces.es and Their ~der 
~ the Diffic.ulty of Arithmetic Problems, Unpublished Master's Thesb" 
Vlliversity of Pittsburg, 1943, 31. 
26 Ounborg Berglund-Oray" "Difficulties of the Arithmetic Process· 
.s", !!! Elementary School Journal, XL, Nov. 1939, 198-203. 
27 Brueckner and Cirossnickle, How ~ Make, 197. 
• 17 
problem. deal wa.al.o a concludon d~awn by· Lazerte 28 after .everal stud-
ie. in problem .olving. Thi •• ame conclu.ion was drawn by White a. a 
result of ber experiment; .he allo found that the more .tep. there are in a 
problem the greater i. the nece •• ity for experience in the .ituation. 29 Bow-
man expre •• ed the idea that intere.t in a problem would be built up if the 
children were given problem. which represented genuine childhood .itua-
tions. 30 
One of the more recent .tudie. which should prove a valuable aid 
to the teacher. of arithmetic was Sutherland'. work in problem pattern •• 31 
She examined the textbook. from third to .ixth grade inclu.ive, of four differ .. 
ent seriea, analy.ing all the one .... tep. two-.tep and three-.tep problem. and 
categorized them according to pattern.. She found thirty-eight problem pat-
terna which were divided a. follow.: .bteen of divi.ion, ten of subtraction, 
28 M.E. Laserte, !!!!. Development ~Problem Solvin, AbUi!y!!.. 
Arithmetic. Toronto, 1933, 136. 
29 Helen M. White, "Does Experience in-the Situation Involved Affee:: 
the Solving of a Problem", Education, LlV, April, 1934, 451 .. 455. 
30 Herbert L. Bowman, "The Relation of R.eported PrefeMnce to Pe .. 
forrnance on Problem Salvina", .Journal ~ Educational P!Ichology, XXUI, 
April, 1932, 266 .. 276. 
31 Ethel Sutherland, One-Step Problem Patterns ~ !.!.!!! Relation-
!!.~oblem Solving in Arithmetic, Teachers College, Bureau of Publication., 
New York, 1947. -
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eight of multiplication and four of addition. A.s it was neces sary to limit the 
scope of her work, she omitted certain types of pro~ ~ems in her classUlca-
tion. If these also had been examined, the number would be greater. Her 
idea is not to have the patterns as such presented to the children. but the 
teacher. knowing these patterna, will be able to give the children enough prohl-' 
lems of one pattern to facilitate recoanition of them. This should be a reme .. 
dy for the co.aion of mind that many children feel because of different 
type. of problems. 
The above named atudy must not be judged to be similar with a 
ltudy by McEwen where the children were trained to recognize cues in o.r 
to decide how to work the p~oblem.3Z Some of the common cues were word. 
al: in all. both, ditference between, ahare equally, timea, needed, productl. 
At the end of his experimental study he concluded that cue. were more used 
by children of the younger gradea, and that within each grac1e the children of 
a low rank in problem .olving achievement were more affected by the verbal 
cue. than tho.e with a higher rank. A. a reault of his study he felt that it 
wal not advi.able to teach children to solve problema by means of verbal cue I 
for they "interfere with aound progrea. in quantitative thinking. ,,33 Thb 
31 Noble Ralph McEwen, ~ ~ffect !!. Selected ~ ~ Children' • 
.!elutions of Verbal P1'Oblemi in Arithmetic, Unpublbhed Doctor'l Di.aerta ... 
lion, Durham, 1941. -
33 Ibi!1, 171. 
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study differed from Sutherland' 8 work for th~uah .be pointed out cue. that 
could be found in the different patterlta, ahe doesnot advocate drill on them a. 
an aid to problem .olvina_ 
In reviewin. the literature concerued with problem lolvina no 
stud.1e. were encountered wlter. the experimenter worked indilvidually witli 
the student. havina them do their work orally. It is in that way that this 
study differ. from previous work.. Many point. of the .tudy are similar to 
earlier experiment., but the manner of procedure cUtfer •• 
---
.. 
CHAPTERIU 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE OF EXPER.IMENTAL STUDY 
It.was decided that to have a basi, for compariaon for the students' 
ftnprovement in problem solving. an achievement test in arithmetic would be 
Jiven. The investigator ad.~inistered to both schoob within the first week of 
he opening of the .chool year, 1953.1954, the Stanford Achievement Test, 
dvanced form 3m, the revi.ed 1953 edition in both reading and arithmetic. 
fhe re.ults are li.ted in Table II and III. 
From the result. of these tests it can be seen that the majority of 
~e atudents have a higher grade level in problem .olving than in computation. 
I"hat eeemed an important factor in con.idering what type of word problem. to . 
hooa. in compiling a te.t which would consiat of twelve verbal problems to be 
(iv.n to each child individually. 
The problema which were chosen were selected on the basis that they 
reaented a problem to be solved, and in all case. the computations needed 
.ere only the four fundamental. which should not be a stumbling block to the 
eYenth and eighth graders. These problems were entirely new to them and it 
20 
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TABLE I 
AGE ... GRADE - I. Q. 
a 
Name Age: Sept. 195) Grade I. Q. 
Annie 1):2 8 11) 
Janice 13:2 8 127 
Jody 1):0 8 116 
Pat 12:) 8 134 
May 12: 11 8 104 
Joanne 13: 1 8 106 
Mickey 14:0 8 96 
Dotty 12:10 8 124 
Cathy 12:1 8 112 
Charlene 12:0 8 127 
Eloiee 13:7 8 125 
Agnee 1):6 8 126 
Eileen 1):0 8 109 
.warte 13:0 8 101 
Dot I):. 8 111 
-
.... 
a OOe Self .. Ad.mWe,erinl Teete of Mental AbiUty: Form A 
~2 
. 
TABLE I 
AGE .. GRADE ... I. Q. ( Continued) 
Name A,e: Sept. 1953 Orade 1.0. 
Candee 12:0 7 99 
Tere •• 11:4 7 107 
Nonie U:9 7 126 
Penny . 11:0 7 106 
Jackie 12:0 7 121 
Lindy 11:8 7 136 
June 12:1 7 112 
Lila 12:2 7 125 
LIz 11:8 7 118 
Suale 11:11 7 116 
Dan 12:9 8 129 
Paul 12:5 8 133 
Cerald 13:3 8 104 
Dick 12:6 8 122 
Walter 12:9 8 108 
...... 
..... 
.. %3 
. 
TABLE I 
AGE .. ORADE - I. O. (Continued) 
Name Age: Sept. 1953 Orade 1. Q. 
Fred 14:4 8 111 
Bud 13:4 8 9S 
Bill 13:9 8 101 
Roy 12:9 8 118 
Lester 13: 11 8 99 
Ted 14:3 8 95 
Lloyd 13:4 S 90 
Chd. 12:5 7 94 
Matthew 1%:0 1 119 
HelU'y 11:9 7 124 
Ralph 12:9 7 109 
Clark 11:4 1 111 
Tony 1%:% 7 1%6 
Bob 1%:3 7 1%9 
Ed 11: 1 6 132 
Bcnediet 11:1 6 134 
..... 
,4 
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TABLE n 
ST ANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST: READING 
Name Form 1m (Sept. ) Form Km (May) 
Compo Vocab. Compo Vocab. 
Annie 10.4 10.4 8.2 10.4 
Janice 12.9 12.4 12.8 12.4 
Jody 10.4 10.6 10.6 11.6 
Pat 10.4 la.9 11.7 12.9 
May 12.8 11.6 11.7 11. 9 
Joanne 11.5 10.6 11.4 11.4 
Mickey 8. 1 8.0 6.3 8.4 
Dotty 11.1 10.8 11.4 11.9 
Ca.thy 10.8 9.3 8.5 10.6 
Charlene 12.9 11.9 10.9 12 •• 
Eloiee 12. <) 12.7 12.9 12.2 
Aane. 11.8 12.4 11.7 12.9 
Elleen 11.5 10.4 10.9 10.6 
Wade 8.1 7.6 7.9 1.7 
Dot 7.2 10.4 8.5 11.9 
.... 
---
u 
. 
TABLE U 
ST ANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST: READINO ( Continued) 
Name Form Jm (Sept. ) Form Km (May) 
Compo Vocab. Comp. Vocab. 
Candee 6.1 6.3 8.1 6.5 
Tere.a 5.8 9.3 7.0 8.4 
Nonie 9.3 8.4 8.5 &.& 
Penny 9.& 10.1 9.0 9.6 
Jackie 11.8 10. 1 11.7 11.6 
Lindy 12.& 12.2 11.5 11.9 
lune 8.9 11.9 10.4) 11.4 
Lila 12.1 11.6 12.0 11.1 
Li. 9.8 10.8 11.0 11.1 
Sua!e 10. 1 10.4 11.4 10.6 
Dan 10.4 11.9 11.3 11.3 
Paul 12.1 11.7 11.6 12. Z 
aerald 1.8 8.2 8.5 1.6 
Dick 11.5 10. 1 12.0 11.6 
Walter 6.1 9.1 7.7 10.4 
.... 
---
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TABLE II 
STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST: READINQ (Contirmed) 
-_ .... 
Name Form Jm (Sept. ) Form Km (May) 
Compo Voeab. Compo Vocab. 
Fred 11.8 11. 1 12.0 11.9 
Bud 8.9 8.2 8.5 9. 1 
Bill .8.1 7.1 5.5 7.0 
Roy 8.5 11.4 11.0 11.0 
Leater 5.6 6.8 6.0 9.1 
Ted 8.5 8.2 8.0 7.6 
Lloyd 6.2 8.8 4.8 8.2 
Chris 5.8 6.1 5.5 7.2 
Matthew 8.9 10 •• 7. I 7.6 
Henry 9.3 9.8 8.9 9. 1 
Ralph 7.8 6.3 6.5 6. 1 
Clark 10.1 8.4 8.9 9.1 
Tony 8. 1 7.1 8.5 7.9 
Bob 10.4 9.3 10.3 10.7 
Ed 9.0 8.9 9.7 8.9 
Benedict 10.4 7.7 9.7 8.7 
.... 
~ 
" 
TABLE m 
ST ANrORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST: ARITHMETIC 
Name ForM Jm (Sept. ) Form Km (May) 
Compo Reas. Compo Reas. 
Annie 10.9 11.7 11.3 12. 1 
Janice 11.2 11.7 12.3 lZ.1 
Jody 8.4 10.0 11.6 11.7 
Pat 12.4 lZ.1 11.6 11.1 
May 8.1 7.9 10.7 12.1 
Joanne 9.9 9.1 11.0 10.3 
Mickey 6.4 6.4 6.9 8.3 
Dotty 9.0 9.7 10.7 11. 1 
Cathy 6.9 1.4 9.4 9.8 
Charlene 8.2 8.5 8.1 11.1 
Eloise 10.6 11.1 11.0 12. 1 
Apes 10.9 10.8 H.3 10.0 
Eileen 7.1 8.8 8.5 10.8 
Marie 7.9 8.5 6.8 9.0 
Dot 7.7 7.4 10.3 9.4 
-
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TABLE m 
STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST: ARITHMETIC (Continued) 
Name Form 1m (Sept.) . Form Km (May) 
Comp Rea •• Compo Reas. 
Candee 6.S 7.7 7.7 7. 1 
Tere.a 6.6 6.8 7.0 8.0 
Nonie 6.6 6.6 6.8 7.3 
Penny S. 1 6.8 9.4 9.1', 
Jackie 7.9 7.4 7.0 8.3 
Lindy 8.4 8.S 12.0 12.7 
June 9.3 9.3 11.3 11. 1 
Lila 8.4 8.1 8. I 9.4 
Liz 7.2 7.4 9. 1 9.4 
Susie 7.S 8.1 7.9 7.1 
nan 10.6 10.8 9.9 12.9 
Paul 12. 1 12.7 12.3 12.7 
Gerald 9.S 8.S 7.9 8.5 
Dick 6.9 8.8 8.2 11. 1 
Walter 6.9 7.0 7.9 9.0 
...... 
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TABLE UI 
STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST: ARITHMETIC (Continued) 
Name Form J'm (Sept. ) J"orm Km (May) 
Compo Reae. Compo Reae. 
Fred 7.S 6.8 8.S 9.0 
Bud 8.4 7.2 8.2 7.8 
Bill 8.S 7.7 9.9 11.7 
Roy 9.0 7.7 8.S 9.8 
LeeteI' 7.9 6.4 7. 1 7.0 
Ted 8.4 10.0 11.3 11.7 
Lloyd 5.2 5.4 6.6 4.2 
Chrie 5.2 5.8 6.3 7.0 
Matthew 8.2 6.6 7.3 8.5 
Henry 6.9 6.1 7.3 8.8 
Ralph 7.5 7.4 9.1 8.8 
Clark 6.3 7.7 9.1 9.4 
Tony 9.3 8.S 11.0 11.1 
Bob 9.9 10.5 10.3 12. 1 
Eel 8.4 7.9 10.2 10.6 
aenediet 8.6 8.8 9.2 10.0 
..... 
would offer an opportunity to show how they tackled a new and stran,e problerr:. 
~t was hoped that it would show if they had any method or if they were simply 
~aking random guesaea. 
If a child 18 ,iven a problem as the following: tlDuring a vacation 
J'im Hall worked in a store. He could buy anything in the store at a ZO~ dis .. 
~ount. Find what a $1. ZS box of fancy soap would have co.t. Itl In spite of the 
lWording which make s the problem, in reaUty it is not more than percentage 
~omputation. One can do the problem if one knows percenta,e; if not, one 
can not. The aim of this thesia was not to find out in what fundamentals the 
children were weak, but why they could not solve verbal problem.. Also as 
~any of the conventional type word problems easUy found in many text books 
iU'e often nothin, more than "a disguised drill llZ for some form of computation, 
t was judged better to take the problems from some other source. It was 
!loped that the problems which were chosen would ,ive a dearer picture of the 
chilcl's ability to think. 
Both the schools open late in September, and after they had been un ... 
~rway for a month, the individual testin, of each child was begun. The inves 
tl.ator felt that a dearer inai,ht into the child's thinking couUl be gathered if 
Ia. IF.B. Kni,ht, J.W. Studebaker, Glady. Tate, StudIArithmetics, 
~ook 7, Chicago 1948, 156. 
Z Brueckner and aroasnickel, How to Make, 450. 
---
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while doing the problem. on the individual teat." the child did hi. work out 
loud. 
Another rea.on for thi. decilion waa that in doing the preliminary 
re.earch nece.lary for W. Itudy it wa. found that many well known educa-
tora, for example, Olburn, Morton, Lute., Hall and Wi180n had done work 
in the field of problem .olving .trel.ing the analYli. of the child'a work or 
his an.wer., but apparently had not atre'led having the children do their 
work orally. 3 The .uccea. of the .tudy made by Bloom and Broder and their 
opinion that 
Until the edue.tor know. and underatand. the relation. between 
the lolution. given by the .tudent. to academic problem. and 
the thought proceale. which led to the .olution., he is unable 
to determine when and under what condition. luch lood habitl 
are estabUlhed. Preaent empha.ia on accuracy of .olutiona 
undoubtedly gives a milleading picture about the nature of the 
. Itudent'a thinking. 4 
allo encouraged the author to have her student. do their work orally. Bul ... 
well abo prabed the method of having student. do their work orally as it 
would give in.ight into pupils' difficulties and thinking. 5 
-
3 Hildreth, Learning, 787. 
4 Benjamin S. Bloom and Lois J. Broder. Problem-Solving~ ... 
!!lIea.~ College Students,Illinoil Supplementary Educational Monograph, 
Ho. 73, 1950, 3. 
5 Guy T. Bu.well, Meth;o.,!.!!! StudyiaJ P!pUe' Thinking !!.~ .. 
~~. Supplementary Education.l Monograph., No. 70, 1949, 58 • 
...... 
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Each problem of the telt wal typed.l.parately on a aUp of paper 
4 hal).de4 to the child one at a time. He could aak &Dy queltionl that cUd not 
ve to do with the direct aolvial of the problema. One of the mOlt cUl'rent 
".atiolll waa in cOJUlection with problem. two. "What are A and B? " The 
hi14rell were Ilot aure if it wal a miltake in typinl 01" if it waa lomethine 
hich they had Dot heard about. 
When a child felt that he had solve4 a problem, he would tell the 
e conductinl the test what hia anlwer wal, how he al"l'ived at it and why he 
oae the m.ethod he eUelin lolvin. the problem. AU the converl.tion between 
• pupil and the one admiDilterinl the telt waa beina taken clown on the wire· 
At firat the wire recordel' pl'eloteel a elifficulty al it wal not 
,ht that the children wowel speak naturally if they were aware that what 
y aaid wal bet.q taken down. AI it wal impoalible to hide the I'ecol'ur. 
t w •• lelt on the delk of the teacher inlllU view of all the pupUI lome two! 
ekl before the teltina, &Dd fl'om time to time it waa put on duJ'lDI Clal •• 
to the amuaement of the chilclren they were allowed to Usten to themlelvel 
tel' .chool. Thil m.ade them loae their leU-conlcioulness and they .oon 
DO attention al towhethel' the recorder wu em 01' not. 
AI there wal not a time limit, the ltu.4eBt could spend. al much 
.. he wanted OV'I' the pl'oblem. Some 01 the chUdl'en took an hour and a 
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half tryina to work out the problem.. Thi. part of the the.i. took the mo.t 
time for the individual te.ta la.ted from the m.tclclle of October to the end of 
November. While they were conducted, no special help other than what would 
, 
ordinarily come up about work with word problem. wa •• t-.,en to the children. 
A. the 'e.tina WA •• pread over .uch a lonl period of time, it wa. 
thoUlht that perhap. the chilcb:en who came toward the end of the period would 
have been told what to expect by the other children. However, there did not 
.eem to be any evidence of it. Each child a. he WA' .iven the te st wal a.ked 
a. a favor not to mention what the problems were about to any companion. 
The inft.tilator further explaf.aed to the child no mark would be .iven for the 
te.t and no report of it would 10 home, but it wa. beinl ,iven .imply for the 
lave.tilator" knowled,e. The children were mo.t co-operattve. 
A. the result. of the.e te.t. are taken up in Chapter IV no more 
.Iation need be made of them here. 
Alter the p.riod of te.tinl wa. p ..... 4, a cia •• wa. or.ard •• d for 
tile purpo •• of problem .olvilll. Th1. cia •• wa. held twice a week durin, tha 
hplar arithmetic Ume and it ta.ted for twenty minute. on each. day. At that 
tlm.e both the .eventh and eiahtb ,ra4e. were taken to,ether in both the boy.-
lad the ,ll'l.' .choo!.. Aa the children had been told that they would be 
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and they puticwa"ly a.ked U they would be'~ll.ht how to do them. The.e 
children we"e very eager to have the problem solving clu •• 
At the belinnina of the cla •• the in.tructor would read one of the 
problema which had beea liven Oft the individual teat. She would point out the 
almoat lene"a! error - U there waa one .. a. in problem one. "If two pounda 
of candy coat $1.10. what would 1/2 powul cost at the aame rate?" The chil .. 
dren made their miatake in readilll the problem incorrectly. lDatead of find .. 
inl the pdce of a half p0tm4, they found out the price of halt the liven quantity 
thu., findilll out the price per poud. 
When the instructor read the problem out loud, ahe a.ked the 
children what they were to lind. ODe of the children whom .he knew had done 
the problem incorrectly wa. caned em. to anawer. The atudent aaid, "You are 
to find out what a half coat, ao you divi4e the $1.20 by two. It The child wa. 
tolel to U.ten carefully while the problem .. aa read a .econd time and then 
uked alain if he waa aure what the problem was aakina_ The miatake waa 
Hen readily and the ana .. er came, HThey don't want half the price, but the 
,dce of half a pound ao yn would divide by four. H 
A minute or two of the period waa apent diacu.aing how the mia .. 
taU Waa made from mlareacUa, the problem trying to impreaa on the childreE 
tat that could be one aource of their error.. Then aimilar problema were 
Ii ... with no particular re.pect .a to the difficulty of the numbera, but care 
35 
to have them the aame general pattern. A few. Uke these were: "Nuts 8ell for 
pounds for $1. 60. At that rate what is the cost of 1/4 pound? " 
"Two dozen doll. can be bought wholesale for $48. What would one 
to buy only 1/l. dozen wholesale? It 
"The price of ribbon is 90 cent. for a bolt of three yards. At the 
ame price what will be paid for 1/3 of a yard? rI 
For problem one the misreading was the only type of mistake made, 
ut on problem two there wa. more than one type, but that mistake which the 
ajority made wa. to divide by four rather than by five. The problem wa.: 
'Two men caught 60 trout. A caught 4: times as many as B. How many trout 
dB catch?" The word. "4 times" caused the trouble for the 11r.t reaction 
a. to divide 60 by 4, sayins that A caught 45 fish and B caught 15. The 
hildren were asked what four times any number meant. They explained it 
a. to mUltiply a number by four. Then, it was asked if the answer that B 
ot fifteen fhh was reasonable? Some said it was claiming that four times 
if teen is sixty; while others saw the fallacy without aeeing how to do the prob-
em correctly. The problem was illu.trated on the board showing A's four 
Ih and B'. fish and that altogether there were live. At that point the greater 
bel' of students saw that you would divide by five; but several of the duller 
• could not comprehend the reason. 
It was at this point that one boy interrupted to ask if he might explain 
-ay that he saw the problem. He had worked it correctl 
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individual teat. His eXplanation was thi.: III alwaya .ee this type of problem 
like a card game. You are the dealer and the fellow you play with get. four 
carda while the dealer get. one, and that i. one round; the next tound it i. the 
.ame thing. Now 1n each of the round. that you deal. you have dealt out five 
card.. So the .imple thing is to divide the total number of card. - which in 
this problem would be .ixty fish ... and you get twelve. That mean. you can gel 
twelve rounds in the deaUng. .0 the fellow who only get. one card each time 
will have twelve card.. and the one that got four card. each round will get 
four time. twelve or forty-eight. Add the twelve and forty.eight together and 
it check. to be .ixty. I, 
Probably becau.e all the children can play carda and do it often 
the explanation had an appeal to many of them and they .eemed to have the 
ieiea clearly in mind. Then many problem. of the aame type were given. 
Some of the.e were: "May an-d. Jean had 20 doll. together, but of that number 
Way owned 4 time. u many a. Jean. How many belonged to each girl? II 
"Fred and Dick pooled their suppUes of marble. totaling .eventy .. 
two. Before they pooled them, Fred had .ix times a. many a. Dick. How 
many had Fred? 1/ 
After the original te.t problem. were explained, on the average 
ei five to eight other problems of the same type were ,iven. The.e were not 
... Ups of paper, but were read by the in.tructor. A different child was 
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called on each time to explaia how he bad d~ the problem. 1'01' the problem 
where there wa. more than one way to work it, it would alway. happen that 
the children Who had the dabt an.wer but had done it dlfferently than the way 
that wa. beinl explaineci. would want to explain their way. They were allowe 
to do W •• 
To explain problem fo\11', itA man elrove 84 miles in 3 hourl~ At 
that rate bow many ~our I will it take him to drive 126 mUes?" It was taken 
aa two aeparate problema. The first queatlon wa. to a.k how one would fl,-
ure out how far a man could drive in one hour If in three hour. he could trave 
etahty-four milea. Wo.t of the chUelren law that it wa. a queation of findinl 
the averale, which they linked immediately with 4tviaion. Then the .ecoDel 
problem wa. pre.ented to them thu.: if a man CaD. drive tweBty .. ei.ht mile. 
ill one hour, how many houra wUlit take bim to cover a diatance of 126 mUe ? 
To help the children aee tbl., a road who.e lenlth I'epre.ented 126 mile. was 
"'.wn on the bou4 and clivtde4 up into aectlons of twenty-eilhi milea each. 
That way they could picture the procel' of clivilion. However, after that 
.... explained a child a.ked If he milht explain the way he .aw the problem. 
Tid. child .ai4 that he could not .ee the problem a. two pro~lfm 
- that it wa. all one. The total dl.t&nce that had to be covered wa. III. 
Illite. and the one thina that you know i. that you ue able to cover ei.hly-
feu mile. in tbJ'ee hour., there'ol'e you cut the 116 mU •• into Il'oupa of 
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of eighty-fou.r. It is contained only once in 1.2.6 milel; that once is equal to 
three hours. There is a remainder of forty-two. By putting the remainder 
over your divisor the f:~action equals one-half. That ltn't half an hour, but 
half of eighty-four milel. Thus it would take one-half the time it took to go 
the eighty~four milel, which is one and a half' houra. The total length of 
time is four and one -half hour I. Aa thia method waa ahorter, it appealed to 
the more intelligent children of the claaa. The children that found it compli-
cated could not aee that the one-half remainder wa. equal to one and a half 
hours. They aaid that the time should aimply be three and a half hours. 
When more problema similar to this one were given and the explanations 
were aaked for, it waa eaaily aeen that the duller children he'ld to the firat 
explanation and did not venture to try the aecond way. 
Beai.ea calling on the children for correct explanationa the chil-
dren who got a problem wrong were called on to explain where they made 
their mistake' if they could explain it eaaUy, then the instructor was able to 
see what the trouble had been. Aa for example in the aixth problem: "At the 
rate of $. 35 for the firat half mile and $.10 for each additbnal 1/1. mile, hoVl 
much would it cost to ride 5 mile I in a taxicab?" After the manner of doing 
the problem was explained a aimilar one was given. AI with the otherl, the 
firet prOblem to b8 given after the original waa almoat identical, aa, "at 
the rate of $.45 for the firat half mUe and $. 10 for each additional 1/2. mile 
....... how much would it coat to ride 6 milea in a taxicab? 1\ 
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One child aaid that hi. an ... er .wa. ninety-flve cent. and explatne 
that it wa. forty-five cent. for the fh,.t half mile, which l.ft five mlle. at ten 
c.nt. each; therefore. fifty cent. and forty-flve c:ent. are ninety-flve cent •• 
A. the child wa. rea4in1 the problem to explain hi. work, he .topped and .a1 
III didn't 40 what they .atd. The probl.m lave the pdce per half mile and I 
took it for a mile." He .topped and thoulbt and .ald, ·'WeU, it .bould have 
been forty-five cent. plu. $1. 10 or $1.55." 
Then another child rai.ed hia cUfficulty, tt! did the problem cor-
rectly, but I come out with the wrona an.wer and I can't explain why for I 
don't .ee it. It H •• a&4. W. wu wbat he did: "It ia forty-five e.nt. for the fir. 
half mil.; that 1. ave a five and. on .... half mUe •• till to be paid for. There are 
elaven halve. in five and.one.half. '01 multiplied it by ten cent. and ,ot an 
an.wer of fifty-five cent.. That adeled to forty-live live. me $1.00!" It wa. 
tHn explained to the child that when he Multiplied eleven halve. by ten centa 
tlt.at he took eleven halve. of ten cent. which wa. really multiplybl, the ten 
cent. by eleven half mUe. and then 4iv1c:Unl th. an .... r in two. Thi. wa. a 
common mi.tak •• 
When a child wa. abl. to .xplain her difficulty, the in.truetor 
1lOtec1 that the child u.ually wa. able to ,.t the very next problem. When a 
daU4 coulcl not e¥plain how to do a problem or could not .ee what hi. difllcul-
~ wa., then the In.truetor help.d that child individually. 
After a cia.. erloct had be.ll. nt on eacb of the twelve or! inal 
problems, the class time was given to problema of all different types. In 
each period there were always problem. which were .imilar to the original 
twelve, but there were many other.. There were mi8takes frequently in the 
. different type.. If these miatakes were general, the problem was explained 
, 
to the entire clas., but if the mittake was on the part of one or two, it was 
cleared up Individually for them. 
At the close of April the problem .olving clast ended and the reteating 
. of each child began. A test of twelve problems was made out which was 
thought to 'fle similar to the original twelve problems. The que.tion arose 
that these problem. might be ea.ier or more difficult and that there should be 
.ome basis of comparison between the problem. for the la8t individual teat 
with the problems used for the first individual test. It was decided that pre-
·Uminary tests, one for each type of problem, conai.ting of five problem. 
would be given to the fre.hmen in one of the larle public high 8choo18 of the 
City. The fir.t six te8t. were given to fre.broen who were taking general 
mathematics; the other six te.t. were given to an algebra claa.. Copies of 
these teste are in the Appendix UI. The firat problem on each test waf 
taken born the firat individual test and the other four were thought to be 
Ibnilar to it. 
Alter the test. were corrected the problems that rated the same num-
~1' of correct answers as the first problem were chosen to be in the 
L. J!.aal test. For example in the preliminary te.t one: problem ~ne 11a.d 
Ii 
!I.' 
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thirty-three correct an.wer.; problem two ha4 one correct an.wer; problem 
three had thirty-two correct lU'l.wer.; Problem four had thirty-four correct 
an.wer.; and problem five had fourteen cor.rect an.wer.. It wa. decided that 
in the final te.t either problem three 01' four could be u.ed for they .eemed 
to be the .ame level of c1Uficulty a. problem one. For preUminary te.t .ix 
the difference. in the an.wer. were a. follow.: problem one had eiaht; prob ... 
18m two had none; problem three had twelve; problem four had three and prob .. 
1em five had .even. It aeemed obviou. that problem. two and four .. ere too 
difficult to be tI.ed while problem three waa too easy. Problem five aeemed 
e1o.e to problem oae only varyinl by one correct an.wer J it wa. ehe.en for 
tb.e final te.t. In thi. way all the problem. for the final individual te.t were 
decided upon. 
The individual re -te.tina took a much .borter time at the .ecoad 
ta.tin.. Perllap. thi. could be accounted for in that the child knew what to ex-
pect, hence, the .lowne.a which characterised hia encounter with an UDfamlUe r 
altuation wa. lone. 
The laat atep in the experiment waa to adminl.ter to the children 
Ia both school. the Stanford Achievem.nt T •• t, advanced form Km, the 1' .... 
.ued 1953 eclition, in both readinl and adtllmetic:. Th. re.u1t. can be •• en 
ba the table •• 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSES OF INDIVIDUAL CASE STUDIES 
Each individual S.I unique in creation, a maaterpiece of Ood. That 
18 why the invelttaator found that workina with the child alone proved 10 
intereltinl and the mOlt attractive part of tbil atudy. 
To explain the method the children uaed to 801ve word problema, it 
.eem. beat for the moat part to let them .peak for themaelve.. In. W8 chap-
tel' each explanation of a problem which i. enelo.ed in quotation marka ia the 
'Word. of the child taken down by wire recorder. The name tor each record 
i. lictitiou •• 
It wa. thoUSht advl.able to take the problem. in order, livin, tor 
each problem any aolution. which contained lnter •• tinl factOI'I whether of 
correct or faulty realoninl. althoUlh the latter ca.e i. more likely to be a 
.tab-in ... the-dark IU •• linl. .Atter the lolution. for any problem from the fir. 
butivi4ual telt are liven. the .01utionl for the problem lim11ar to it from the 
Nay te.t will be 41*,:"a.e4. A leneral analy.e. of the children' •• olutionl 
are Ihown in Table IV. 
For the flra' problem, which rea4, nIl two poundl of candy coat 
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TABLE IV 
ANALYSES OJ' THE INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS 
Problem Computation Reading Rea.oning Correct Didn't Try 
I a 0 Z4 3 18 0 
Ib 1 9 Z 33 0 
Za I 0 37 7 0 
2b Z 1 21 21 0 
3 a· 0 0 33 11 1 
3b 0 0 19 24 2 
4 a 10 0 19 14 Z 
4b 0 0 17 26 2 
5 a 0 0 33 9 3 
5b 3 0 14 18 10 
6 a 1 0 28 16 0 
6b 2 0 16 '1.7 0 
7 a 0 6 23 11 5 
7b 3 3 10 '1.7 2 
8a 2 0 34 9 0 
8b 1 0 21 20 3 
9 a 1 0 32 10 2 
9b 0 0 30 7 8 
10 a 0 0 45 {} 0 
10 b 7 0 23 6 9 
11a 1 0 35 9 0 
llb 0 0 23 18 4 
12a 0 0 37 8 0 
11 b 0 0 4 36 5 
~1.Z0, what would liZ pound cost at the same rate?'t the most common mil-
itake was dividing the total cost in half instead of linding the price of a half 
POUnd. Over half the group made thb mistake, while the other solutions 
~.red. 
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Lloyd'a explanation waa, "You chanl~ one-half to ita per cent equiva 
lent, fifty per cent, and that is your answer." He bad no further explanation 
and the investilator could not aee any reasoninl behind what he bad aaid. 
After frequently re-read1nl the problem Duel said, "One pound is 
$1.30 and it saya that a half pound is the aame price, ao the anawer ia $1.20. 
Leater waa very aure of hia explanation which waa, "ltve lot this 
one. There are sixteen ouncea in a pound and you are liven the price of two 
pounds and you want the price of a half pound, eo that would be e11ht ouncea. 
You multiply eilht by five-tenths, which is your half poqd. That comea out 
to be forty cente. f/ Lester ia always .atiafied with any an.wer he lives if he 
can find aome relation between word. in the problem and aomethina he knowa, 
never thinkina whether that is what is asked for or not I It seema that it il not 
a matter of reasonin, but of recolnition of terma with the lack of ability to 
know what to do with them. 
HenrYl uWeU, you have two pounds and you cut that in half. That 
lives you '& pound in each pile. Next you cut each of the pUea in half, which 
pves four pilei each of a half pounel. Well, if you bave four pilea, divide the 
,1.20 by four and you have the price of a half pouad. which is thirty. centa. fI 
In the second teat for- the firet problem only nine of the students 
-acte the mistake of dividinl the total cost in hall. There were, however, 
lome varied solutiona. The problem atated; /tlf two elozen oranles coat $1.80; 
~t .. ould a hall elozen coat at the same rate? II 
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Jackie did not read the problem accurately aa can be a.en from 
bel' own worda. "ltt a eaay. They aay at the aame rate, ao the anawer ia the 
aame, $1.80. >, 
Two children aave thia for their explanation. II Aa you are to find 
out tbe price of a half dozen, that ia equal to aix. You divide the total coat 
by six and you find that thirty centa is the price for a half dozen." The 
reaaonin, for the problem wu correct, but the miatake waa in mixinl the 
unita with dozens wbicb cauaed them to arrive at their aolution. 
Cbris made hia m1atake 1n reaclin,_ nThey waat to flnd out bow 
mucb one-twellth of a dozen will coat. One-twelfth 1a equal to one oranle and 
that would coet filteen cents, for one clo.en coat $1.80." 
Bud worked hie problem correctly Wa time but clid it 11l a manner 
Olat wa. different from the othera. UThe price of two dozen or twenty-lour 
oran,es 1a $1. 80. 1 divided by twenty-four and found out that the price of one 
ol'an,e ia aeven and one-ball cent.. As you W&at the coat of aix of them, I 
MultipUed aix by aeven and one-hall and ,ot forty.five centa. II 
All the other .tud.enta dld the work correctly acl did it either 
by dividinl $1.80 by four or cUvidlna $1.80 by two, and then divldlnl ftinety 
aeata by two. 
Very few of the studenta were able to work the aecond problem 
IOl'l'ectly. Aa it appeara, the computation ia not difficult, but the majority of 
...... 
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the children did not under.tand how to arrive.at the correct an.wer. They 
could tell what the problem wa. a.kin" but they did not .ee how to obtain 
their an.wer. The problem wa.t "Two men cau,ht 60 trout. A caulht 4 timel 
a. many a. B. How many trout did B catch?*' A. wa. pointed out in Chapter 
IU, the commOD mi.take wa. dividinl by four and .ayiDI that B caught fifteen 
flah. Several chilclren were unable to fi,ure out what A and B were. The 
mve.tilator alway. told them that A aDd B were per.on •• 
Paul did the entire te.t in twenty minute.. All hi. work i. charac. 
terized by .peed, and \l.ually with a 1I11h rate of accuracy. He wa •• ure when 
he knew a problem and clid it immediately, and when he came to tho.e he lot 
wronl, he wa. Ju.t a •• ure they were wron, for he would .ay in livil1l hi. 
work, "I know &hi. i.n't rilht lor the an.wer i.ll't rea.onable, but I can't .ee 
how e1.e to do It. It He had no 4U'flculty with problem two and hi •• olution wa'l 
itA caught lour fi.h and B caUlht one and altogether that would make five. So 
divide five into .ixty and that i. twelve wblch would be the number B cau,hl. 
To prove my work I multiply four by twelve and that 11 forty-eight and add on 
tU twelve and it come. out to be .b.ty. So it'. right. It 
Su.ie kept pusaUng over the problem and finally a.ked, ttWhat i • 
• e&llt by B? 11 When that wa. cleared up, .he worked the problem and .ave th4 
foUowing explanation. "Fir.t I divide the number of fbh that they caught into 
two parte, one part for each man. Therefore. 011. man catche. thirty fi.h 
~ the other catche. four time. that number which would be 120 fi.h. II The 1'4 
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wa. apparently no que.tion in her mind about jhe rea.onablene •• of her an.-
weI'. She felt that .he had done the probl~m correctly .ince her number. ful ... 
filled the condition of havinl one number four time. the other. 
Annie worked her problem a. Dot who.e .olution wa. a. follow.: 
"Fir.t divide the .bety into two part.. Thirty b what A lot; then divide the 
other thirty by four and the an.wer i •• even and one-half, which it what B 
,ot." Dot clid not .eem to realize that .he had accounted for only thirty-.evet: 
and a half lbh when .he lave her final an.wer. Nor did it .eem .tranle to 
her that one could catch a half fish I A. can be .een from her .olution, .he, 
too, wa. not clear on the idea that the number of fi.h which A had wa. four 
Ume. that which IS had. 
Several children lave .olution. which were identical with that of 
Mickey". IIIf one had four time. u many a. the other then you almply mul .. 
tiply four by .bty and you let 240 for the an.wer. If This explanation .how. a 
complete lack of under.tandinl of what wa. liven in the problem. They mi •• 
the fact that .taty fi.h wa. the total amount caught. In their anawer it i. 
apparent that they did not reaUze that the number of fi.h which B cau.ht woul< 
... Ie •• than tho.e caulht by A. They, too, fixed their attention on the one 
tIloulht. "four time. aa many". but they did not .ee it in relation to the re.t 
"the problem. 
lanice' •• olution wa. not clearly expre •• ed. but .he did UDder.tand 
l ~ ,"obleme liB ,et. oilly one-fourth of what A ,et.. The oilly number. in 
-I 
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sixty which would work are forty-ei,ht and twelve for twelve b one.fourth of 
forty-el,ht, therefore, that is how many n.b that B cau,bt. I can prove tbat 
it b dlht by adeUnl the two numbers tOlether and lettiDI .ixty. If When.be 
had flabhed her work. the inYesttlator asked bel' how sbe lot the forty-elgbt: 
She said, uYou jut know that those numbers are the ones that will work. It 
She stopped ancl thought for a moment and continued. tlyou could let the .ame 
number. by dividinl the .ixty by five, but 1 didn't. Doe. that matter?" She 
was liven the a.surance that she could solve the problem. anyway .be wanted 
and that there was no .et way for doinl them. Janice i. a .low and very 
thoroulh worker. She spent oyer an hour and' a half doina the te.t. Every 
problem .he knew how to do, she would proye to be .ure that she wa. rilht. 
Those that she could not do, sbe did not want to leave without succe. s, but 
,he had to stop knowing that there .. ere some thinl' which she did not under ... 
,land about the problems. 
Several children ,ave for their answers that A cau.bt forty fi.h 
and B cauaht twenty. Some .aid that they could not explain it, but that they 
bew it was rilht, however, the foUowin. b Lester's solution.: "If two men 
ea\llht .ixty trout and if A lot foUl' time s as many a. B, then I multiply foul' 
lay .ixty and aet 140. Then divide that (140) by .lxty and l,et forty. so A 
e_.ht forty and B cau,ht twenty fish." Thi. the inYe.tiaatol' think. i. a pel'-
feet example of random aue •• iul. He thou,ht that the an.wel' .hould be 
-!!reilly and forty and there b apparently DO connection between hi, explanation 
and what ie alked for in the problem. Hie divilion ie incorrect, and that ie 
not becaule he couldn't do it correctly, but he felt ~at the anlwer Ihould be 
forty for four would be too Iman, so he limply added a zero to hie quotient. 
He could explain that he had no right to change an anlwer, but also he would 
defend what he had done on the principle that he needed forty. With the other 
children that arrived at the lame anlwer the univerlal explanation waa that 
they I·just felt" that was the an.wer. One child laid that forty waa four time. 
ten and when you .ubtract that from lixty you would let twenty. 
Ralph: "I multiplied four by twelve and lubtract the product from 
sixty and that ie twelve which 18 what B caught." When the inveltigator alkec 
him where he got the original twelve which he multiplied by four, he laid, t'l 
don't know, but 1 knew that wa.a the number that would work, and it did. If 
When the second individual teat for problem lolving wal liven, 
there wal a greater number of ltudentl who got the lecond problem correct, 
a. can be leen from Table IV. The problem read: "Bob and Jim earned 
$3936 together. Jim'l ahare of the money walthree timel Bob'l. What did 
they both get? tI 
As on the first telt leveral studentl made the mietake of dividing 
by three laying that lince Jim's ahare wal three timel Bob'l then you divide 
the total by three and the quotient, which is $1312, il Bob' a ahare and Jim'l 
i, $3634, which il the difference between Bob'l and the total amount. 
Fred under.tood the problem al can be leen from hi, explanation, 
" 
i 
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but his answer wa. incorrect owing to a compu~ation mi.take. "Jim'. Ihare 
11 three-fourth. of the total amount which i. $3936, so hi •• hare it $2.974. SO. 
When that it subtracted from $3936, one find. Bob' •• hare 11 $991. SO. II 
A mistake in reading it evident from the solution given by Ted. 
''It says: 'What did they both get:'and it tel18 you in the problem that they 
earned $3936, 10 that il the anlwer. II Ted completely m18.ed the fact that 
Jim got three time. wllat Bob got. 
The children who .olved the problem correctly rea.oned as Dotty, 
though only a few spoke of .hare.. In.tead others u.ed the words piles, part. 
or pieces. tlThere are four .har.l, .0 I divided foUl" into the total amount 
and that wa. $984. That equalled Bob- •• hare which I lubtracted from the 
total amount and got $2.952. which wa. Jim' •• hare." 
A few children .olved the problem incorrectly in a manner eimilar 
to Dick. "I divided two into $3936 and I got $1968. Then I divided $1968 by 
three and got $656, which 18 Bob'. Ihare, and Jim's, of cour.e, 18 the other 
$1968.!I No child eeemed to worry over the $1312. not accounted for, nor the 
fact that according to their anewere Jim' •• hare wal not three timel ae big 
al Bob's. 
The remark made by many children ae they came to problem thre4 
Wal, liThe problema get harder a. you continue the test." On the firat teet, 
problem three read, IIIf 3 1/2. yarde of lilk coet $21, what will 7 1/2. yarde 
....... COlt?" The difficulty in that problem it breaking down the total price eo tha 
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the price of one -half yard can be determined. The greater number of children 
got the problem wrong for that reason, or from not knowing what to do as is 
8-'hown from the following explanation. 
Suaie: "1 have an answer that doesntt make aense. It saya three 
and one-halfjlllrds cost twenty-one dollara and for my answer 1 have seventeen 
dollars. The investigator did not see how ahe got the answer, so she 
asked. "You subtract three and one-half from the twenty-one and it ia 
seventeen, If ... ahe did not notice that she had made a computation miatake -
"but it should be more than twenty-one for it doean't make senae to have sev ... 
en and one-half yarda coat less than three and one-half. II She apentmore 
time on the problem and asked if she could do it over for she knew where her 
mistake waa. She was told that ahe might. III multiplied three and one-half 
by two and that was seven; ao I multiplied two by twenty-one and that 18 forty-
two dollarl and that is the anlwer. II She apparently forgot about the one-half 
that was not accounted for, but she was tired of working with theprobl~tn and 
was satisfied that this answer aounded reasonable. 
Though Susie did not know how to obtain the price of the extra half 
yard, her anawer differed greatly from the follow in, as it was characterized 
by good sen.e. 
Lester: "Three and one-half yard. is worth twenty-one dollars, 80 
1 added the three and one-half and the aeven add one-half and got eleven dol-
la.ra. Then 1 added the twenty-one dollars and the eleven dollars and I have 
.... 
thirty-two dollar. which i. the total co.t of .even and one-half yards of .ilk. II 
It is all the .ame to Lester whether he add. yards to dollars or dollars to dol-
lara, for by his way of doing the work he will cOme out with dollars anywayl 
He aeems to follow the theory that if there are numbers in the problem, the 
an.wer is bound to come if you combine the numbers often enoughl The in-
teresting fact is that he a •• ured the investigator each time that, "This is 
.imple. tl "I've got this one r II and lila thia ever easy I,t 
However, there were other. who could solve the problem, a. June. 
"The first thing that I did was to find out that three dollar. was the price for 
a half yard. I did that by dividing twenty-one dollars by .even halve.. Then 
I multipUed my three dollar. by the .even add one-half yard. and the price 
was forty-five dollars. " 
Several children .aw that they would have to find the price of a half 
yard, but they could not .ee clearly the relation of the price given for three 
and one-half yards to a half yard, and in consequence, they .olved it in a 
znanner similar to Jody: "I multiplied twenty-one dollars by two for that 
would be the price of .even yards. Then I added ten dollar. and fifty cent., 
Which is the price of a half yard, to my product, and I found that the total coat 
Was fifty-two collar. and fifty cent •• " She explained that sbe got the ten dol-
lars and fifty cent. by dividing the twenty .. one dollar. in half to find the price 
of .. half yard. 
Lindy expre •• ed her difficulty clearly I "Thi. problem is awful I 
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I could do it it he only bought .even yards, but I can't find the price if he ie 
going to buy that extra. half yard." That was settled and 8he went to the next 
problem. 
An explanation which was as brief as Lindy" but correct wa. that 0 
Eloiee. "Double twenty-one doUars and it is forty-two dollars, the price of 
seven yards. Divide twenty-one by .even and you have three dollar. for a 
half yard. The total price wa. forty .. five dollar •• tl 
Pat confused the price of a yard with that of a. hall and that cau.ed 
her trouble. "Three and one-half and three and one-hal! are .even wblch 
equals forty .. two dollar.. Then 1 divide forty-two by seven and I have six dol .. 
lars, the price of a hall yard. I add that to the forty .. two and my total cost i. 
forty-eight dollar •• II 
One last solution to thil third problem show. inventivene... This 
wa. liven by Dan. "I canft do it the way it .hou1d be done, but I can figure out 
an.wer. It ie forty-five dollar •• It The inve.tigator a.ked him to explain 
hat he had done, if it wa.n't the u.ua1 way. "Well, I drew three line. the 
ame lize and one Une which would be Just half the .be of one of the other •• 
en I cut the three Une. in ball. That .howed me I had .even part. to deal 
th and they .eU for twenty .. one dollar.; then one part would co.t three dol .. 
1'1. Then I drew the other line. and cut them in hall, which would equal the 
Il and one -half yard.. So when I went to count them up, I counted each 
• 
Th, investigator asked him why he didn't Just.multiply and he explained that 
he could never figure out if he should multiply by fifteen halves or just by the 
fifteen, but that if he did it hi's' own way he wouldn't make a mistake. 
Between the first teet and the last. Dan was taken for individual 
work in fractions, and his difficulty was cleared away. In May he solved the 
third problem, which was!' If .. 1/1. feet of rope cost $.45, what will 9 1/1. 
feet cost?" in the following way: "You find out the cost of one-half foot by 
dividing forty-five cents by nine and that is five cents. Next you multiply five 
by nineteen for there are nineteen halves in nine and one-half. That gives the 
total cost to be ninety ... five cents. " 
Many of the students who solved the third problem correctly did it 
at Dan, but some differed. 
Ted: "I first found out the price of one foot by dividing forty.five 
cents by nine halves. That was ten cents per foot. Then mUltiply ten cents' 
by nineteen halves and you come out with the total cost of ninety-five cents. " 
Paul: "I did it by proportion and the other way and they check. The 
answer is ninety .. five cent.. By proportion you say four and one-half is to 
IU.ne and one-half as forty ... fivecents is to X. The X, which is the price, 
Comes out to be ninety-five cents. " 
However .. the impression that all lot thb problem should not be 
liven. There were still repetitions of earlier mistakes. When the problem 
.... incorrectly solved, it was always easy to see that the difficult was in 
III I, 
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findinl the price of tbe half yard. 
R.oy: 'II can't .eem to let thie. Fir.t I add foul' and one-half and 
four and one-half and that equat. nine feet wbicb co.t ninety cent.. But now I 
have to find the co.t of the half yard. It i. one-flftieth.·1 Tbe inve.tigator 
.topped him to a.k what it was one ... f1ftieth of. "It i. of the forty-five cent •• 
Ob, I don't know what it i., and I am .tuck and don't know what to do next. " 
He .topped working there. It .eemed the more he worked with the number. o~ 
the problem the more confused be lot, and at the end of hl. work he couldn't 
even remember what h. was loolting for. 
Benedict u.ed decimal. in hi •• olution which h~ gave very briefiy. 
111 divided four and fiv .... tenth. into forty-five cent. and 1 lot ten cent. which i 
the price per foot; therefore. the answer is ninety-five cent •• " 
The fourth problem of the te.t dealt with di.tance. It wa.: UA man 
drove 84 mile. in 3 hour.. At that rate how many hour. will it take him to 
drive 116 mlle. ?" The difficulty which pre.ented it.elf in this problem was 
that the children could not .ee how to e.tabli.h a relation'hip between the 
eighty-four mile. and the one hundred twenty-.b.. Some would .tart the prob 
!em correctly, but would not know bow to carry it throulh to completion. Tbt 
followinl i. an example of that. 
Cathy: .. I divided three into ei,llty-four and that ,ave me twenty-
e"ht &nd 1 lot nine and one-third hour •• It She completely omitted work with 
L..&ta. U~ alU. a -'Which i. evidence that there was little thou.ht in her .olution. 
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Another common error of thil pro~lem. previously pointed out in 
Chapter W. was that of not being able to interpret the fractions. As Agnes' 
work .hows thil, it is quoted here. !lEighty-four goes into lZ6 one and a 
half times. the one 11 equal to three hours and the one-balf is equal to one-
half hour. The total amount of time is three and one-half hours." She misse~ 
the idea that the one-half was equal to one-half of the three hours. or one and 
one -half hours. 
Nonie made a computation miltake, but she had reasoned it cor-
rectly in spite of her feeling of insecurity. She said. tIl don't get it. II She 
re .. read it again. "First I divided three into eighty-four and that went twenty 
six times. So that meant he drove twenty-six miles each hour. Then twenty 
six goes into lZ6 to find out how many hours it took him. but it comes out· an 
uneven .number. so that can't be right. I don't know what else to do so I 
guess this must be the answer. It took four hours and twenty-two minutes, 
but it seems like a funny answer to me." During the cour.e of this experi-
ment the inve.tigator found that it was often characteristic of a girl to say 
that the answer wa. wrong and give as a reason that the number was uneven. 
One wonders if it is part of the nature of a girl to want things smooth and 
even. The boys never gave that reason. 
Another example of this type of work was found in Penny's solution 
"Well. fir8t I multiplied and it gave me a funny answer, '0 I know that isn't 
.... l"~ht. Then I tried to divide, but it doesn't turn out even, so that can't be it. 
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1 don't know wbat to do I" She had no need to add that 1alt remark for Ihe had 
siven adequate prooft 
Two of the children had no idea what to do with the fourth problem 
and would do nothinl, layin" "I can't let thil one. II A hisher percentage 01 
the children made computation errorl on tbb problem than on any previoul 
problem. 
Some lolutions which Save the correct anlwer were as unique as 
eome of those which were incorrect. The lol1owinl eolution is awkward and 
involve I the boy in more work than ie neceleary. 
Dick: 1'1 added eilhty-four and eighty-four and that makes 168. 
That ie twice the amount of eighty-four. 10 then I lubtract 126 from 161 and 
that lave me forty-two. I put forty-two over eiahty.four and reduced it and it 
waaequal to one-half. so that made one and one .. half hourI extra. Thul the 
.awer ia lour and one-ball hours. II 
The work of some children is Characterized by brevity, aa, for 
example, El01ae'. She doe. the ,reater part of the work in her head for sbe 
CUl lee the relatioD. of numbers clearly. Her explanation wal al foUowl: 
"126 18 one and a hall timel ei,hty-four, eo it would take one and a half tim •• 
al Ions. or four and one-half hourI. tl 
Pat lave the more common lolution used by the children who did 
tile Work correctly. She laid: til divide three into e1lhty ... four and ,et twenty-
~ milea. Then 1 divided that into 126 miles and 1 .et four and one-half 
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Ihours." 
The fourth problem on the May test was: HA ship can travel lIZ 
knots in" hours. How long will it take to travel 280 knots? tt The word knots 
had been used in many of the problems in the classes, but probably owing to 
absenee one child did not know what the word meant. She, however, worked 
I"he probelm correctly. 
Lindy: "1 don't know what a knot ie, but 1 just supposed that it must 
~e 80me kind of a measure of dietance, 10 I did the problem in Just the way I 
would have done it had the word been miles. That is, I divided lIZ into Z80 
~nd it goes in two and one-half times, therefore, that equals ten hours. " 
In spite of the many problems involving dietance and time which had 
been done in the problem solving clasees, it .till presented the obstacle of 
.eeing the relation between the number of knotl traveled and the time that it 
~ook. Matthew ie one that didn't see the relation clearly .s can be judged from 
hi •• olution: "l divided liZ into 280 and it went in two and one-half times. So 
~ added the two and one .. half on to the four hour. and it gave the total time of 
.ix and one .. half hour •• " 
A clumsy way to do the problem is the following solution given by 
!Marie." Divide four into lIZ knots and you get twenty.eight knot. per hour. I 
lIlultiplied ten by twenty.eight and it comes out to be 280 and so the right ans-
"'tl" is ten hours." The investigator asked her how she knew that she should 
1!!.u1t!ply by ten. She answered that she had tried all kind. of number. firet to 
.. 
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see which one would work, as multiplying twenty-eight by eight, by twelve, 
by nine and finally by ten and that was the number which gave 280 
Most of the children solved their problem in the following way 
which is the solution given by Charlene. Itl divided 112 knots by four and that 
was twenty-eight knots per hour. Then I divided twenty.eight into 280 knots 
and the time wae ten hours. If 
lody started her work correctlr, but she lost her trend of thought 
in the problem. She gave the following solution: It 112 knots will go into 280 
two times and that was equal to eight hours. Then there was fifty .. six knots 
left over which I put over 280 and that was one-fifth. So it took the ship two 
and one -fifth hours. If 
Most often in class when a problem wa. solved in an unusual way 
it would be done by Tony. He had hi. own way for almost every problem. 
Thi. is hil solution for the fourth problem. "Divide four into liZ and that is 
twenty-eight knots an hour. nen divide four into 280 and you get seventy. 
Add twenty-eight and twenty-eilat and that is fifty-aix, and it neecta fourteen 
to make the aeventy. Now fourteen ia half of twenty-eight so that would be 
equal to two houra. Thue the total time would be ten hours." 
The fifth problem ranks in difficulty with the aecond if one may 
judIe by the number of correct answere obtained. One would expect a com .. 
PUilon ae the reasoning in both problems is similar. The problem etated: 
~A man died leavina $1100 to be divided among hie wife. hie son. and hie 
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daughter. For every dollar the daughter got, .the mother got $5 and the son 
$Z. How much did the daughter get? f. The most common mistake is dividing 
the total by aeven and saying that the daughter' a ahare is $171. Seemingly 
they even overlooked the centa which rightly go with the $171. 
Dot spent approximately twenty minutes trying to do the problem and 
.he filled a sheet of paper with numbera in that time. Thia was her explana-
tion: "I multiplied $175 by five and then I multiplied $175 by two and I added 
the two producta which gave a total of $llZ5. So the daughter got $175. " 
inve.tigator asked her where ahe got the $175. She explained ahe had picked 
many numbera and tried multiplying them by five and then by two and addinl 
the products, but none of them came out to be $1Z00, but that the closest to 
that was $175, so she thought that was what the daughter got. Dot did not re-
alize that the total number of ahares could be divided into $IZOO to give her 
the daughter'a share, but she did realize the relationship between the daugh-
ter's ahare and that of the mother and the aon, though she did not know how to 
find it. 
Eileen came out with the correct answer through long hard work. She 
i. 'a very slow worker, and it took her over an hour and a half to do the teat. 
She must have apent fifteen minutes on this problem. lilt seem a so aimple, 
but I just can't aeem to get it. 1 divide aeven into $lZOO and then 1 mUltiply 
the quotient by five and that givea me what the mother got and then 1 do it by 
and that is what the 80n but then there is nothinl left for the lirl. 
~1 
o that can't beriaht. There haa to be aome mOlley left for the dauahter - oh. 
aybe that' a it I You add her ahare in and then you divide by eight. The 
aughter would .et $150, which doesn't seem very fair, but if you add it to the 
on'l and the mother'a it checka, ao; perhaps it .. daht." Virginia went one 
tep further than mOlt of the childrea. She reaeoned that when Ihe had divi4ecl 
y leven that there wal not any money left for the daushter, whereal the other 
hildren were not bothered ahout that. 
Lindy wal dilturbec.t trying to explain her problem for ahe felt that 
t wal involved, and that no one would underatand her explanation. "Thil il 
oet unexplainable; couldn't 1 juat live you my anlwer?" The lnve.tiaator lai 
at ahe would llke the anlwer. but that ahe would alao Uke Lindy to explain "ho 
he did it for it didn't matter what method .. al uaed. Ifl didn't uae any method. 
pretended that I had the $1200 and I lave five dollarl to one of my friend.a and 
n I lave two dollars to another friend and I kept one dollar for myself. Tha 
ounted to eight dollara. Now if 1 kept on 40ing that I would sive to my 
rlends and mys.lf as many tim.a as .1ght will.o into $1200. So I divided. by 
eiaht and it meana that 1 will do it $150 Urnes. and. the person who il only 
'ttina one dollar •• ch time w11l have a aum of $150. Therefore. I think that 
• what the daulhter lot. If 
One of the children who did it moat efficiently wal Janice. She coul 
lain it clearly, .a is aeen from the following: " 1 put eiabt into $1200 lor if 
mother ot five timea .a much .s the aa hter and the .Oll two timea &a 
r 
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much aa the dau.hter, then it meana that the daulhter lot one-ei.hth of the 
money and that ie $150. Then I checked my work by multiplying $150 by five 
and by two and 1 added the product' to $150 and the aum waa $1200. II 
In the May teat the problem was "A carnival wheel run by three lirla 
brought in $1296. For every $5 Connie took ia, Joan took in $4 and Betty $3. 
How much did each girl take in? n The miatake prevalent amona the children 
waa that .hown in the work of Mickey. "I divide five into $1296 and 1 found 
that Connie ,ot $259; then I divided 4 Into $1296 aad found that Joan had taken 
in $324. Then wben 1 divided the total by three 1 found that aetty bad taken in 
$.32. H There waa no thou,ht on tbe part of the children who aolved the prob-
lem that way that the awn of the amounta they a,aiped to each 111'1 did not 
e4111&l the total amount, neither did they recognize that the one who waa takilll 
in the leaat came out with the ,reateat amOW'lt. It a.ema to b. another ex-
ample of .ueaaln,. 
Edt a aolution waa the aame aa the one juat .iveft. but he went on: 
"Thia can't be daht for it juat doeaft't make aenae. If 1 am dlht I .hould be 
able to prove it aad 1 caa't." Aa he waa about to ,ive UP. the idea came to 
him to divide the total by twelve and then multiply by each Itrl'a .hare. He 
diel it correctly and waa quite elated to have found hie error. 
Several of the children had .olution •• imilar to Peany'a. HI divide 
.. aum by twelve and 1 lot $108. Then 1 multiply $108 by flve and 1 ,ot $540 
-!,h1ch ia Connie'.; then I multiplied it by foUl' and I lot $432 and that 18 Joan'. 
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o altogether they lot: Connie, $540. Joan $433 and Betty $108. II Theyevi-
enUy forgot that they had to multiply by three to find out Betty' a ahare. 
Chris' explanation showed little ability to carry through his rea-
"1 divided $1296 by twelve and I came out with $108. Since there weI' 
ree ,irls I divided by three and came out with sixty dollar. for each girl. tf 
e mle.ed the point that the .bares for the 11rl. were not to be equal. 
Many of tile children 80lved it correctly as did Ted. "I added the 
ive. four and three dollar. for that was how mu.ch each girl got and that came 
ut to be twelve. I divided that into the total and that came out to be $108. I 
ultip11e4 that by what the ,irl. each received to find the individual .hare, 
d that came out to be $324 for Betty. '432 for Joan and $540 for Connie. II 
Another .olution that was correct wa. that of Bob'.. He was the 
nly child that did hle with fraction.. ffConnie lot five-twelfth. of $1296 and 
t l8 $540: and Joan' a was four-twelfth. which is $432, Betty had three-
811ths and that 18 $324. II 
The sixth problem of the te.t .eemed very simple; 1n the read1n, 
t was, but in the workin, it did not prove to be '0. It read: "At the rate of 
.35 for the firet half mUe and. $10 for each additional 1/2 mile, how much 
d it cost to ride 5 mile. in a taxicab?" 
The mistake that Charlene made was evidently one of readiul. 
III from her own word.. '*1 lot $4. 35 for my an.wer. I multiplied foul' 
6, 
irst mile and I ended with a total cost of $4. 3S." She had the mile confused 
ith the half mile. 
Another common mistake was that shown in the work of Cathy. "I 
dded thhty .. five cents and ten cents together for that would be the price of the 
irst mile. As there were four more miles to be accounted for, I multiplied 
our by the forty-five cents and I got $1. 80 for the total cost of the taxi-cab 
ide. It She did not distinguish between the cost of the first mile and each suc-
essive mile. 
It was worked correctly by Agnes who said, HThere are ten halves i 
ive miles. The first half is worth thirty-five cents and to find the cost of the 
I multiplied nine by ten cents and it was ninety cents. I add the 
nety cents and the thirty-five cents and the total cost was $1. ZS. 1/ 
One who did it correctly but did unnecessary work was Joanne. "As 
e first half mile cost thirty .. five cents, I put thirty-five cents on my paper, 
nd underneath it I listed a dime for each of the nine halt miles. Then I added 
t all up and it came out to be $1. ZStt. 
Another mistake that was made by more than one child was forget-
that once they had added the thirty-five cents they no longer had that half 
Ie to think about. Gerald shows that mistake in his solution. "It is thirty-
l~e cents for the first half mile. Then it is ten cents for each additional half 
Ie. There are five miles which means ten half miles, so ten times ten cents 
One dollar and I add the thirt -fi 
6S 
$1.35." 
The problem in the May teat read, III! a car can be rented at $10 
for the lirat hour, and $1.50 for each additional lIZ hour, what doel it COlt to 
rent a car for 5 liZ hour a ? II 
Annie did most of her work without usinl pencil and paper. She 
wrote down the ten dollara and then aaid, "It ia ten dollara for the first hour 
and that leavea four and one-half houra. At that rate it ia three dollara an 
hour, ao that would be three, aix, nine, twelve, thirteen dollars and fifty cent 
and then I add on the firat ten dollars and the anawer is $23.50. If 
Gerald ,made a mistake in multiplying by fractions for he multipUed 
by nine halves instead of by nin.. He sald, HIt 11 ten dollars for the firat hour 
and then there are four and one-half hours left. That is equal to nine halvea 
which 1 multiplied by $1. 50 and it came out to be $6.75 and that ,ave me a 
total cost of $16. SO. tI 
Terelat s miatake could be accounted either to readinl or forletful ... 
nell. Her solution was, "Tou multiply four by one dollar and fifty cents and 
you let six dollars and !ilty cents. It wa. ten dollar. for the first hour so I 
aclded the two tOlether and the answer is $16.50. t, She clid not seem to notice ,II 
that there was one-half hour not accounted for. 
One miatake which i. definitely a readin. miatake wae that of Can-
.eta. She interpreted the problem to aay that it waa ten dollar a per hour and 
-"L --"-.. ..Ilft. " ....... .1 
"Y" - _.... ............. ..._- •. 
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tollowa: "I multipUed ten dollara by five and that ie fifty dollara~ I added one 
dollar and fifty centa and I ,ot my total coat of $51.50". 
"A woman had 30 oranlea to aell at 3 for a nickel. and 30 to aell at 
Z for a nickel. She aold them at 5 for a dime. How much dld ahe loae? It, waa 
the aeventh problem liven on the firat teat. The ,reateat difficulty waa that 
many of the children for,ot what they had read once they had finiahed readin, 
the problem. Thia problem waa re-read more than any of the othera. S.vera~ 
of the children aimply did nothie" sayin, that they did not know what the prob. 
lem waa aakin, for. One example of thie state of confusion waa the solution 
of Marie's. 
III don't know what they are askin, for. What are they lookina for ,. 
their money? 1 cantt explain thia problem for it is all mixed up. You divide 
two into thirty and you ,et fifteen and then you divide three into thirty and you 
let fifteen, no, 1 mean ten. Add them loaether and that lives you twenty.five. 
Subtract the ten cents which ia how much ahe aold five for and you ,et fifteen 
centa and that is bow much she loat. H 
Another way of mia-readin, the problem ia ahown in the solution 
liven by Annie. "She aold them at three for a nickel and two for a nickel whic ~ 
i. the same .s sayina that they were aold five for a dime and ao of cour.e she 
4oe.Il't loae, but she break. even. It 
The problem waa correctly aolved by Paul who aave the followina. 
.,!!lution. "I'irat you find out the coat of the oranaea which were aold two for 
II 
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a nickel and then the amount she made at selling them three for a nickel. 
Then find out how much she made by selling them at five for a dime. Subtract 
the aum of the first two cOlta from the third and you lind out that Ihe loses a 
nickel. II 
There were no other kinde of lolutions for that problem. It seemed 
that thole who could read it and aaw clearly what it wal aaking for, solved it 
a. Paul, otherwise their work waa a atate of confusion. 
In the May telt the problem read: "A man had 40 candy bars to le11 
at Z for 15 centl, and 60 to lell at 3 for 10 centl. He aeUs them at 5 centl 
each. How much doea he gain or lose? If 
The number of children who did this problem correctly waa double 
the number that had done the problem of the oranges correctly. 
Roy: ttl divided forty by two and that lelt twenty barl lor fifteen 
cents each, or a total of $3.00. Then I divided lixty by three and that ia 
twenty to sell at ten centl each or a total of $1.00. However, he leUa the 
orty and lixty, which is 100, at five centl each, 80 that equals $S. 00. So 
ere waa no gain or loa I. It 
Some of the children made a computation mistake and laid that the 
b,t hall of the problem totaled lix dollar I and thus they came out with a lOIS 
CathY'1 .olution ahowed a reading mil take . "I took half of forty and 
pne .. third. of .ixty and 1 ,ot tw.nty which I multiplied by ten cent. and I lot 
~2. 00, .0 the amount that he made wa. $5.00." She completely mi •• ed the 
aat part of the problem. 
Another one who mie.ed the point 01 the problem waa Jackie. She 
.aid. "Well, it aaya that h. linaUy ciecided to .eU them all for five cent, each 
~d a. there were one hundred bar. to .ell, he made $5.00. ft 
The followinl problem the inve.dlator thought wa. loiq to pre.ent 
~o difficulty unlea. aome child would make a computation mbtake. but .he 
wal quite .urpl'iaed to aee how lew of the chilclren could do the problem cor ... 
rectly. The eighth problem wa •• HHelen'a gracie. in 4 te.t. are 82, 76, 80 
~d 70. What Irade roua' .he ,et Oft the 5th teat to raia. her averale to 80? If 
One of the an.wer. that ahowed how little a child under.toed the 
~roblem waa that liven by Walt. He aaid, uYou add all the marka up and di .. 
~d. by four and it comea out to be .ev.nty .... v.n. It ia a cinch to I.~ an 
Itilhty averale at that rat. lor all .be hal to let on the next te.t ia three per 
~.nt. " 
Some of the children who .olvee! the problem correctly die! it a. June 
514. ItI adc:1ed all the number. tOlether. it wa. 301. Then I mUltiplied eighty 
ttY five and it 1a 400. So 1 a1lbtracted 308 from the 400 and I found the diUer-
lac. to be 92 which ia the mark .he will ne.d OIl the next teat. /I 
Some Dot kIlowina how to do it: the way Jut named. but who had the 
~Iht Id.a, clid it 1ft the followin, manner. 
Pat: "I"don't know bow to find the ri,ht Dumber ao 1 kept addinl dif .. 
erent numbera on to my ori,inal four and then dividing the aum by five. 1 
finally found that ninety .. two would work and that I would get an average of 
eighty •• , 
The problem in the May teat the inveatilator now feela waa more 
. 
difficult for the children than the on.e on the original teat. It reada: "North-
weatern averaged 15 pointa for each home lame. What waa her acore in the 
fifth lame .. if in the other four the acorea were 18, 30. 6 and 191" 
Clark waa one of the atudenta who clid the pro1dem correctly. Hia 
.olution .. aa. "I fbat multiplied fifteen by five and that i.seventy-five. Then 
1 added all the pointa the team had already made and that equaled aixty-three. 
Then I aubtracted that from the aeventy-five and 1 tOUlld out that .he needa 
twelve pointe. If 
Chrb did not aee bow to reaaon throulh the problem aa can be aeet: 
from hb aolution. "1 added all the acorea tOlether and cUvided by four and 
that ta fifteen and three.fourtha, ao they don't need to play the fitth lame for 
they already have an averale ecore of fifteen. II 
Chr1e t aolution waa atmilar to all the children who did not do the 
problem correctly. It waa a lenera1 miatake to divide by four and eo the con-
elutoD that they came to .. aa that the fifth lame need not be played, or that 
tlley could ,et zero in the next lame. Some. however, for ,ot about the fifth 
I..&.-_e and .aid that the avera.e wa. fifteen and three .. fourtha. 
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"A freight train running 20 miles an hour is 120 mUes ahead of an 
express train running SO miles an hour. In how many bours will the express 
train overtake the freight? If is the ninth· problem on the first teat. It ranked 
among the most difficult problems on the test. 
Bob had hh own way of doing it. liThe trains are twenty miles a-
part so to the laO 1 add twenty miles and that is 140 miles, but then 1 subtract 
fifty and it makes them only ninety miles apart; then I add twenty again and it 
brings it to 110 miles apart, but 1 can still subtract filty milea which ~akes 
abty mile. between the two traina. I've used two hour8. Well, I add twenty 
to sixty and it make. ei,hty, but when 1 subtract filty and add another twenty. 
they are ju.t filty miles apart. I subt ract the final fifty and that means that 
the trains are now together and it ~ok four hours. II That manner of doing the 
problem could. certainly be criticized. on the basis of lengthiness, but one can 
easily see that the boy understood the problem and was able to reason it out. 
Once be was taught bow to do the problem ao .s to save him8elf work, he 
abandoned his former method. 
Likewise it can be aeen from the following solution that the boy 
was not able to reason out how to do the problem. 
Fred~' I divide twenty into 120 and 1 got six." There was a long 
pause. "Well, now that I ,ot the aix 1 don't know what to do with it; perhap. 
Candee'S aolution waa another example of the inability to aee the 
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roblem clearly and to be able to work throulh to a .olution. She laid. II I . 
ultiply lZO by twenty and then I multiply lZO by fifty and then I lubtracted 
e firlt product from the lecond and. that lave me an anlwer of thirty .... ix, 10 
t took thirty-Ibc hour .... It .eeml to be a ca.e of doinl the mo.t convenient 
inl with the number •• 
Though Senedict' •• olutlon wa. not correct, it doe •• how that he 
rea.oned out the problem. He made hll miltake in thinking the two trainl 
ere coming toward each other In.tead of goinl in the .ame direction. HI • 
• olution wal: "They would be loins leventy mUe. an hour tOlether, therefore, 
t would take them one and nve-.eventh. hour. until they meet." 
An improvement can be .een from the chart in the number of chil-
en who lot the ninth problem rllht on the firlt te.t compared to the May 
e.t. In May'. telt the problem rea4"'A French Ocean Liner Ie ave a New York 
.ailinl40 mUea an hour. E11ht houri later an American Liner leavel .alUns 
80 mUe. an hour. In how many houri will they be tOlether? II 
Thoulh the follow in. lolution w111 Ihow that Roy did not know how to 
IOlve the problem, it can be noted that he knew more about boatl than the per .. 
tOil who made up the ,roblem I tlWlwa i. w. loinl to take place? II The inve • 
• ator alked him what tu~m.ant. "There i. no boat in 1954 that can go eighty 
Ie. an hour if it il an ocean liner. If there waa a boat, it would take two 
The eiJhty ia twice aa faIt al the forty, .0 it would take two houri to 
.,2 
the speeds and the distance apart. 
Dan worked it out briefly and accurately as can be seen from his 
.olution. "The American Liner picks up forty miles every hour. so simply 
divide that into the d18tance apart from the French Liner, which i. 320 miles, 
and it 18 eight hours. If 
One could hardly call the following solution an example of reasoning; 
rather it shows a lack of understanding of numbers. 
Liz: f'l multiplied eighty by eight and it was 640. Then I subtracted 
forty for that would give me 600. Then 1 crossed out the two zeros and the 
time would be six hours." 
One of the common m18takes was to solve the problem as Susie did. 
She said, "In four hours the French Liner will go 320 miles. Four times 
eighty 18 alao 320 miles, so it will take four hours. " She, as the others, 
forgot that the French Liner was not docked but moving. 
The common correct solution can be seen from what Tony said. 
"In the first eight hours the first liner has gone 320 miles and in another 
eight hours it will have gone 640 miles, while the second liner will cover 
'10 miles in eight hours. Therefore, it will only take eight hours for them 
to be together. It 
The moat difficult problem on the test was the tenth which said, 
"A can do a piece of work in 4 hours, and B in 6 hours. How many hours 
~il1 it take them if they work together?" No child was able to solve the 
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problem correctly. There 18 no need in quoting their solutions for they all 
solved it in a .imilar manner which was adding the four and six and dividing 
the .um by two and giving for the final answer five hours. or multiplying four 
by six. and givinl an entire day for the answer: lastly. by subtracting four 
from six and then adding the remainder to four and giving six hours as the 
answer. 
The investigator found that problems similar to the tenth were very 
difficult to teach and that the majority of the children were not able to grasp 
the idea. It was not surprising to find in the second test very few correct 
solutions. The miatake. were the same as those mentioned above. However 
many of the children simply said they could not do it. The problem was "lim 
mows a lawn in 5 hour. while it takes Walter 8. If they mowed the lawn to-
gether, how lonl would it take them?" 
The few children who solved the problem correctly did it in the 
manner that Tony did hi8. "Walter will do five·fortieths of the lawn in one 
hour and Jim will ~o eight-fortieths of the lawn. If they work together they 
c:an do thirteen-fortieths in one hour, therefore, it will take them three and 
one-thirteenth of an hour to do the entire lawn. " 
It might be a matter of interest to know that the investigator gave 
this problem to eighty-four high school students ranging from freshman to 
.ellior year and that from that group only two were able to do the tenth prob-
-ltrn correctlv. 
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The universal reaction to the eleventh problem which read, "In 
a fort there are sixty men, and enough food to keep the 60 men for 200 days. 
If 2.0 new men come and 40 of the first go, how many days will the food la.t?" 
was that they had no idea how to .olve the problem. There were many effott. 
but these consisted mainly in seeing what numbers were easiest to combine. 
None of the .olution. of that type showed any thought, nor could any student 
I 
give a reasonable explanation for his work. 
Janice worked the problem correctly and gave for her solutionP 
" The fort lose. forty men and now has a total of forty men. 1 multiplied 
twenty by sixty to see how much food there was for one man. Then 1 divided 
the forty men into the 1100 days and came out with thirty days." 
It was not difficult to teach that type of problem and the children 
could easily understand the solution; therefore, they did not have any great 
difficulties in doing the eleventh problem in the final test. It read, tI If a 
atable has enough oats to la.t 10 horses 8 days, how many days will the oat. 
last" horse.? II 
Many of the children solved the problem in a way that was similar 
to Janice" solution on the first test. However, Dotty did it a different way. 
"Ten 18 two and one-half times bigger than four 80 I took five halves times 
eight and I got twenty. That is the number of days. II 
Another solution which was correct but differant was that of Dan'. 
"1 
....... set up a proportion .. greater to least, and then multipUed extremes and 
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['ohe means. That brought four X to equal eighty, so the answer is twenty days.' 
The twelfth problem was difficult only in the ability to read it cor-
recUy. In consequence there were just two common solutions, one was right, 
~he other wrong. The problem read, "A man sold a motorcycle for $80, 
Ibought it back for $100, and sold it for $lZ0. Did he gain or 10ae on the trans-
action and if he did, how much?" The majority of the children said that he 
~roke even, having neither a lain or a loss. A few who reasoned it correctly 
said that he made $100. 
In the May test the majority of the children got the twelfth problem 
correctly solved. It read, itA watch gaina at the rate of 30 aeconds per day 
of 12 hours. If the watch 18 eet at 12 noon, how fast will it be at six P. M. 
the eame day?" 
The answer given by Bill was that of most of the children. "In six 
houre it will gain only fifteen .econde, since six hours 18 half of twelve hour •• I 
The children who did not get the problem right .aid that they could 
not understand it, or they did not know what they were to do. 
CHAPTER. V 
CONCLUSION" 
When the inveatigator started thia experimental atudy. ah. had in 
mind four aims. Now that the atudy has been completed. it would be well to 
aee if thoa. aima have been realized. 
The fir.t waf • To endeavor to di.cover the method which a child 
usea to aolve a verbal problem.' It ia eaaUy aeen from the dille rent aolutions 
which were quoted, that the children did not have a definite method for attack ... 
ina their problema. The children who knew how to do the problems simply 
etated the relationship a found within the problems and did the computation work 
accordinlly. Those who could not work the problems. did any random manip-
ulation with the numbers that came to them. There was one incident which 
clearly ahowa this. in the space of an hour's work a boy solved a problem 
incorrectly one way, and becauae he waa not doina the problema in order, he 
forgot that he had solved that problem and did it alain. Thi. time the solu .. 
tion contained no reaaoning either. and the m.anipulation of the numbers waa 
the opposite of the first trial. 
The aecond aim was 'To find out to what extent it is posaible to 
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,each children, who have no definite method of their own for solving verbal 
problerne, a technique which would be helpful in solvin, them. t Tbb was 
carried out durin, the problem solving cia •••• and in the individual contacts 
""ith th. children. Durin. the cla.se. the conventional method, diagram meth-
Pd, analysi., and the eetimatina of answers were pr •• ented to the childr.n as 
~elps toward solvina the problema. To all th ••• m.tboc1. the inveatilator 
ound two universal reactiona. The brilhter children would ask why they had 
o d.o the work required by a method when they aimply could do the problem. 
fl'he duller children would get so involved in the method that they could not re .. 
fnember what they were to do with the problem. For them, method aeemed 
i)nly a burden added to their state of confu.ion. However. there were aome 
~ointa taken from the dilferent methods that many children, though not all, put 
o use. and the avestiaator 8aw this in the 1aat individual t.at. The individual 
~prov.m.nt from the I1rst to last test may be Doted in Table V. 
The firat idea which 80me of the children adopted came from .eti .. 
matina answer., and it was simply Judlina if the answer within their work was 
reasonable or not. They did not bother to esUmat. an answer b.lore workina 
:be problem, but afterwards, they would look over their work to .ee it their 
~wer was reasonable in the Ught of what waa stated in the problem or what 
Ira. required. This idea prevented .ome of the children from doina random 
!\Ie •• ing and givinl .olutions which were f':ompletely lackln. In •• n ••• 
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TABLE V 
.MEASURE OF ACCURACY ON INDIVIDUAL PROBLEM TESTS 
Name Teat 1 Z 3 
'" 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Annie I X X C C X X X X C X C C 
U C C X C C C C X X C X C 
Janice I C C C C C X C C C X C X 
II C C C C C C C C C C C C 
Jody I C X X C X C X C X X X X 
II C C C X C C C X X X C C 
Pat I C X X C C C C C X X X C 
II C C C C C C X C C C C C 
May I C X X X X C X X X X X X 
II C X X C X C X X X X X C 
Joanne I X X X X X C X X X X X X 
II C X C C X C C X X X X X 
Mickey I X X X X X X X X X X X X 
II C X X X X X X X X X X X 
Dotty I X X X X X X X X X X X X 
II C C C X X C C X X X C C 
..... 
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TABLE V 
MEASURE OF ACCURACY ON INDIVIDUAL PROBLEM TESTS (Cont.) 
Name Teat 1 Z 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
, 
Cathy I C X X X X X X X X X X X 
II C X X X X X X X X X X X 
Charlene 'I ) X X X X X X X X C X X X 
II X X X C X X X C .X X X X 
Eloia. I C X C C C X X X X X X X 
II C C C C C X C C X X C C 
Alne. I C X X X X C X C X X X X 
II C C X X C X C X X X C C 
Marie I X X X X X X X X X X X X 
II C X C C X X X C X X X C 
Dot I X X X X X C X X X X C C 
II X X C C X C X X X X C C 
Eileen I X X X X C X X X X X X X 
II C X X C X X C X X X X C 
Candee 1 X X X X X X X X X X X X 
II X X X X X X X X X X X X 
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TABLE V 
MEASUR.E OJ' ACCUR.ACY ON INDIVIDUAL PROBLEM TESTS (Cont.) 
Name Teat 1 J 3 
" 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 lZ 
Teresa 1 X X X X X X X X X X X X 
U X X X X X X C C X X X X 
Nonie I C X X X X C X X X X X C 
U C C X X X C X C X X X X 
fenny I X X X X C X X X X X X X' 
U X X X X X X X X X X C C 
Jackie 1 X X X X X X X X C X X X 
U X X X X X C X C X X X C 
Lindy 1 C X X C C C C X C X X X 
II C C C C C C C C X X C C 
June I C X C X X C X C C X X X 
11 C C X C C C C C C X C C 
Lila I X C X X X C C X X X X X 
11 C C C C X X C C X X C C 
~z I X X C X X X X C X X X X 
II C X X X X C C X X X X C 
.... 
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TABLE V 
MEASURE OF ACCURACY ON INDIVIDUAL PROBLEM TESTS (Cont.) 
Name Teet 1 Z 3 
" 
5 6 7 8 <) 10 11 lZ 
Sueie 1 X X X X X X X X X X X X 
II C X X X X X X X X X X X 
Dan I C C C C C C C C C X X C 
II C C C C C C C C C X C C 
Paul I X C C C C C C X C X X C 
II C C C C C C C C X X C C 
Gerald I X X X X X X X X X X X X 
II X C C C C X X C X X X C 
Dick I C X X C X X X X X X X C 
II C X X X C C X X X X X C 
Walter 1 X X X X X X C X X X C X 
II X X C X X X C X X X X C 
Fred I X X X X C X C X X X X X 
II C X C C X X C C X X C C 
Bud 1 C X X X X X X X X X X X 
II C X C X X C C X C X X C 
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TABLE V 
MEASURE OF ACCURACY ON INDIVIDUAL PROBLEM TESTS (Cont. ) 
Name Test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Bill I C X X X X X X X X X X C 
II C C C C C C C C X X C C 
Roy I X X X C X C X X C X X X 
II C X X X X C C X X X X C 
Lester I X X X X X X X X X X X X 
II X X X X X X X X X X X C 
Ted I X X X X X X X X X X X X 
n X X C C C X C X X C C C 
Lloyd I X X X X X X X X X X X X 
II X X X C X X X X X X X X 
Chris I X X X X X X X X X X C X 
II X X X X X C C X X X X C 
Matthew I C X X X X X X X X X C X 
n c X X X X X X X X X X C 
..... 
r 
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TABLE V 
MEASURE OF ACCUR.ACY ON INDIVIDUAL PROBLEM TESTS (Cont.) 
Name Teat 1 Z 3 .. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 lZ 
Henry I C X C C X X X X X X X X 
n C c C X X C C X X X X C 
Ralph I X C X X X X X X X X C X 
II C X X X X C X X X X X C 
Clark I X X X X X X X X X X X X 
n c c c c X C X C X X X C 
Tony 1 C C C C X C C X X X X X 
II C C C C C C C C C C C C 
Bob I C C C C X C C C C X X X 
II C C C C C C C C X X X C 
Ed 1 X X X C X X X X X X C X 
II C C C C C C C X X X C C 
Benedict I C X C X C C C X X X C X 
II C C C C C X C C C C C C 
--------------------......... 
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Many children held on to the idea of diagramb"the problems. 
-'nd thil waa e specially true in problems of dbtance. They did not seem to 
l-ind it helpful always and therefore only used it with certain types of problema. 
n the final test the investigator noted that in doing both problem. lour and nine 
many children drew a diagram for themselves. 
Lastly. there were 80me children who kept the basic idea of the 
conventional method. Though they did not state out loud that they wanted to 
know what the problem asked for, this seemed implied in the answers of the 
!children who said. "Now the problem wants you to find •.• " 
When the investigator aaw that a few children clung to one idea, 
and a few to another while others tried ideas entirely different, it re-enforced 
Iler own thought that each child thinks differently and what will appeal to one 
child will not appeal to another. For that reason it seems that no one method 
will prove best for solving verbal problems. 
The investigator feels that in problem solving. as with any 
pther type of mental activity, there should be freedom accompanied by guid .. 
~nce. Those that are completely lost and know not where to turn may lean 
~ore heavily on the guidance than others, while those who have an idea where 
b 
hey are loing will U8e the guidance only where it will help them to reach their 
destination more surely and quickly. 
The third aim set down by the investigator was 'To note the 
I 
I 
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improvement in the pupib' ability to eolve ve~bal problema durinl the achool 
year 1953 .. 1954 by strea.ina various methods of solutions. t The investigator 
d.Ub.rately chose the words lito note" instead of to prove, for sh. knew that 
the experimental study was set up in such a way that it would be difficult to 
give proof of the improvement of the group with which ahe worked. UndOubt-
edly it could be qu.stioned. when the inveeUaator aaya that ahe £eeb there 
ia an improvement, on the ba.is that this improvement milht be owinl to 
other factors which were not held constant durina the experiment. That 
would be granted, and for that reason the inve stila-tor is only offering the 
scores on the Stantol'd Achievement test. and the individual tests for the in ... 
terest of the reader and to let him draw hie own concluaion •• 
However. there are a few pOint a which mean more to the 
writer of thi. atudy in the line of improvem.nt than statistical, significant 
proof. Th.yare: 
1. The •• neral change in attitude of both boys and lirl. toward 
problem solvina_ By the end of February the dread of problem aolvinl had 
been. r.plac.d by an actuallildnl for it. This was often shown by the number 
of requests the invesUlator received for .xtra cia •••• in problem aolvina. an 
from per.onal remarks which showed the children now found pleasure in 801v-
ing problem a. 
i. Many bad a.ccepted the id.a that probl.m. are not jUst a 
i6 
matter of chance where one tries something 1Vith the number. given hoping 
this will be the lucky time; they came to understand that problems represent 
real situations and can be reasoned out, even if they, do not see how. 
The laat aim was 'To form an opinion as to which techniques 
have proved most helpful.' Thia the writer thinks has already been answered 
in explaining the results of the second aim. However, it may be added that, 
though no one technique aeemed more helpful than others, the persistent work 
with problem solving proves very helpful to the children. 
In concluaion the investigator may state that she has learned 
from this experimental study: 
1. The technique of working with the child individually and hav .. 
ing the child do his work out loud pays rich dividends. In that way one can se4 
what is the fundamental cause of the child's failure. 
Z. That there is no set technique which can be taught to all the 
children to assure success in problem solving_ 
3. That stress should be laid upon presenting a variety of prob 
lems to the children rather than on any particular method to be used. 
4. That both the bright and the dull children are helped by wor' 
in problem solving_ 
5. That the stigma attached to problem solving can be removed 
if the teacher herself is convi need that it can be interesting. 
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APPENDIX 1 
FIRST INDIVIDUAL PROBLEM SOLVINO TEST 
1. If two pounds of candy cost $1.10. what would 1/2. pound cost at the .ame 
rate? 
• Two men caqht 60 trout. A caulht 4 tim.s as many ae B. How many 
trout did B catch? 
• If 3 l/Z yards of sUk cost $21, what will 7 1/2 yards coet? 
• A man drove 84 mU.s in 3 hours. At that rate how many hours willlt take 
him to drive 126 mile.? 
• A man died leavin, $1, ZOO to be divided among hie wife, hi •• on. and hi. 
dau,hter. For every dollar the aaushier got, the mother took $5 and th. 
son $'1. How much did the daughter ,et? 
• At the rate of $.35 for the tirst half mile and $. 10 for each additional 111 
mile how much would it cost to ride 5 miles in a taxicab? 
A woman had 30 oran ••• to sell at 3 for a nickel. and 30 to s.l1 at Z for a 
nickel. She 801d them at 5 for a dime. How much cUd she 10 •• ? 
• Helen'. ,rad •• in 4 te.t. are SI. 80 t 76 and. 70. What Irade mu.t .he let 
1 on the Sth test to rais. her avera,e to 80? 
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9. A freight train running 20 miles an hour is 120 miles ahead of an express 
train running 50 miles an hour. In how many hours will the express over 
take the freight? 
10. A can do a piece of work in 4 hours. and B in 6 hours. How many hours 
will it take them if they work together? 
U. In a fort there are 60 men, and enough food to keep the 60 men for 20 
days. If 20 new men come and 40 of the first go, how many days will 
the food last? 
12. A man sold a motorcycle for $80, and bought it back for $100 and sold it 
for $120. Did he gain or lose on the transaction and if he did, how much ~ 
I 
II 
I, 
! ' 
J 
APPENDIX II 
SECOND INDIVIDUAL PROBLEM SOLVING TEST 
1. U two dozen orangea coat $1. 80, what would a l/Z dosen coat at the aame 
rate? 
Z. Bob and Jim earned $3936 to.ether. Jim' a ahare of the money was three 
time. Bob' a. What did they both ,et? 
3. u" liZ feet of rope co.t $.45, what will <] l/Z leet coat? 
4. A ship can travel liZ knot. in '" hour.. How lona wUl it take to travel 280 
knota? 
5. A carnival wheel run by three ,irl. broulht in $1296. For every '5 Conni4 
took in" Joan too~ in $4 and Betty $3. How much did each lirl take In? 
6. U a cal' can be rented at $10 for the firat hour, and. $1.50 for each addi .. 
tlonal Ill. hour, what doea itco:st to rent a cal' for 5 lIZ houra? 
7. A man had 40 candy bare to .. 11 at Z for 15 cents, and 60 to 8ell at 3 for 
10 cente. He ael18 them at 5 cent. each. How much doea he lain or loae? 
8. Northwe.tern avera.ed 15 points lor each home aame. What was her 
8core in the fifth lame, If in the other (our the 8cor •• were 18, 20, 6 
and 191 
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9. A French Ocean Liner leave. New York.salUng 40 miles an hoUl". Eight 
hours later an American Liner leaves sailing 80 mU.s an hour. In how 
many hours will they be tosether? 
10. Jim mows a lawn in 5 hours while it take. Walter 8. If they mowed the 
lawn together. how lo~g would tt take them? 
11. If a. stab I. hal enough oat. to last 10 horse. 8 days, how many day. will 
the oat. la.t " bor a.a1 
12. A watch gaina at the rate of 30 aeconda per day of 11 hours. If the 
watch ia aet at 11 noon, how fa.t will it be at six P. M. the eame day? 
APPENDIX m 
TWELVE PRELIMINARY TESTS GIVEN TO TWO HIGH SCHOOL CLASSES 
Test 1 
1. If two pounds of candy cost $1. ZO, what would lIZ pound cost at the same 
rate? 
2. A box of six Easter eggs, each 1/4 pound, sell. at $1. 89. At the .ame 
rate what is the cost of a 1 pound Easter egg? 
3. If two dozen oranges cost $1. 80, what would a 1/2 dozen co.t at the same 
rate? 
4. Figs sell at 5 pounds for a dollar, at that rate what will 2 pound. cost? 
S. If three pounds of·nut. cost $.90, what would 1/3 pound cast at the same 
rate? 
Test Z 
1. Two men caught 60 trout. A caught 4 times as many as B. How many 
trout did B catch? 
2. Bob and Jim earned $3936 tOlether. Jim's sha1'e of the money was three 
time. Bob'.. What did they both get? 
3. Betty and Jean bought Christmas presents amounting to forty. Jean 
bought seven time s as many .s Betty. How many did Betty buy? 
4. Fred and Ralph have collected match covers of 96 different types. Fred 
collected eleven time. as many as Ralph. How many did Fred collect? 
S. Steve and hi. cousin walk 10 mUes to school if you add their walks to-
gether. Separately Steve walk. 4 times as far as hi. cousin. How far i. 
that? 
Teat 3 
1. If 3 1/'1. yards of .ilk cost $21, what will 7 1/'1. yards cost? 
2. A costume containing 2 1/4 yards of cotton felt co.t $6. 12. At the aame 
& 
rate what would a (:o.tume co.t whicb needed 4 and 3/4 yard.? 
3. If .. liZ feet of rope co.t $.45, wbat wUl 9 111. feet co.t? 
4. If S 1/4 pounda of walnut. co.t $.84, what doea 1 pound coat? 
5. Carmela are aelUng at % 1/1. pound. for $1.. ZS. What ia the co.t of 6 lIZ 
pound.? . 
Te.t 4 
1. A man drove 84 mile. in 3bour.. At that rate how many hour. willlt 
take him to drive 11.6 mile.? 
Z. A .bip can travel 111. knota ill 4 hour.. How long will it take to travel aBO 
knot.? 
3. If a .hip can travel 96 knot. in 4 hour., how lon, will it take to travel 1.40 
knot.? 
4. Mother u.ea 1.4 apples in bakin, 4 pi... How many papple. wUI abe 118. t4 
bake 14 pies? 
5. A fa.t train can travel 450 miles in 5 hour.. How long w111 it take to covt r 
a distance of 720 miles? 
Teat S 
1. A man cUed leavin, $IZ00 to be divided amon, hi. wife .. hi •• on" and his 
daqhter. For every dollar the daulhter ,ot, the mother ,0 $5 and the 
.on $1.. How much did the daughter get? 
2. May, Ann and Sue divided 4%0 jellY,bean. among themeelve.. For every 
2 whicb May received, Ann received S and Sue 7. How many cUd each 
receive? 
3. A carnival wheel run by three airla brought in $11.96. For every $5 
Connie took in, Joan took in $4 and Betty $3. How much did each girl 
take in? 
4. Three basketball team. gained a total of Z40 point.. On every 3 pointa of 
which Team A made, Team B ,ained .. point. and Team e 5 point.. How 
many point. did each team make? 
5. An e.tate of $a400 wa.. divided among three children. For every dollar 
Ro.a got, Dick lot $5 and Bill ,ot $2. How much did Ro •• get? 
Te.t' 
1. At tbe rate of $.35 for the firat half mUe and $.10 for each additional 1/2 
mUe. how much would it coat to ride 5 mil •• in a taxicab? 
2. The diatance between two ciUe. te 510 milea. At the rate of $S foJ' the 
fb.t hundred mUe. and $1 for each additional 25 mile., what would be th It 
L 
96 
co.t to go from one city to the other;1 
3. Canoet are rented at $.45 for the fir.t hour and $.15 for each additional 
1/2. hour. How much would it coat to rent a canoe for 6 hour a ? 
4. At the rate of $.45 for the fir.t half mile and $.20 for each additional lIZ 
mile, how much would it co.t to ride 10 mile. -in a taxicab? 
5. If a ear can be rented at $10 for the firtt hour, and $1.50 for each additio!,-
al liZ hour, what doea it cott to rent a car for 5 l/Z hour.? 
Teat 7 
1. A woman had 30 orangea to aell at 3 for a nickel, and 30 to aell at 2. for 
a nickel. She aold them at 5 for a dime. How much did ahe 10.e? 
2.. A .tore haa a .upply of 30 $.40 cartons of 7 ... Up, (6 bottles per carton) 
~d Z5 $. 35 cartons of Coca Cola. However the grocer .eUs them for 
.even cents a bottle. Does he gain or loee and how much? 
3. A man had 40 candy bare to .ell at 2 for $. IS, and 60 at 3 for $.10. He 
sell. them at five cent. each. How much doe. he gain or 10.e? 
4. A little boy hal 60 ballon. to sell at 3 for five cent., and 30 to .ell at 2 
for five cente. He .eUe them at 5 for $.10. How much doe. he gain or 
10ee? 
5. A grocer had 75 can. of pea. to .e11 at 3 for $.57 and 1Z0 can. of corn to 
.ell at Z for $. Z5. How much did he lo.e if he .old all at 15 centa a ean? 
Teat 8 
1. Helen'a grades in 4 te.ta are 82, 80, 76 and 70. What grade muat she ge 
on the 5th te.t to rai.e her average to 80? 
2. What mu.t the temperature be on the seventh day of the week to make an 
average of 87 degree., if on the other days the temperature was: 86, 92, 
90, 80, 83, 87. 
3. To maintain a 95" average what mark would Fred have to get in hi. fifth 
.ubject if hil other mark. were 98, 90, 94 and 98? 
4. During the weekly .pelling te.ts in April David received 7Z, 8Z, 78 and 8~ 
What mu.t he get in the 1a.t te.t to have an average of 82? 
5. Northwe.tern averaged 15 point. for each home lame. What wa. her· 
.eore in the fifth lame, if in the other four the .core. were 18, 20, 6, Ie? 
1. A freight train runninl 20 milea an hour i. 12.0 mile. ahead of an expre.a 
train running 50 milea an hour. In how many houra will the expre •• over 
take the freight? . 
2. A French Ocean Liner leaves New York sMlinl 40 miles an hour. Eight 
hours later an American Liner leavea aailing 80 milea an hour. In how 
many houra will they be together? 
3. Bob's motorcycle going 30 milea an hour is 130 milea ahead of AI's which 
is making 60 mile a an hour. In what time will Al overtake Bob? 
4. An airplane takes off from Chicago traveling at 110 miles an hour. Five 
hours later another takes off traveling 150 miles an hour. In how much 
time will they meet? 
5. In going to Seattle Mrs. Jones has a 500 mile lead on her aon. She fa 
driving at 40 miles an hour while her aon fa driving at 70 miles an hour. 
In how many hours will they meet? . 
1. A can do a piece of work in • hours, and B in' houra. How many houra 
will it take them if they work together? 
2. It takea Emmett S houra to mow a lawn, while it takea Walter 8. U they 
mowed the lawn together» how long would it take them? 
3. Jean can do the houae cleaning in 3 hours while it takes Betty 7 hours. 
How many hours will it take them if they work together? 
4. Jim can trim the ahrubs in his yard in 5 hour a which is the same time it 
takes his father, How long would it take them if they worked together? 
5. Ellen can make a formal in 2 hours, while Nancy is just learning am.: it 
takes her 8 hours. How long would it take if they worked together? 
Teat 11 
1. In a fort there are 60 men and enough food to keep the 60 men for 20 days 
U 20 new men come and.O of the first go, how many days will the food 
last? 
Z. U a atable has enough oats to la.t 10 hor.es 8 day., how many days will 
the oat. la.t • hor se. ? 
3. A .tore of proviaions would la.t 2100 men for 16 daya. How long will it 
last 2800 men? 
4. U SO Boy Scouts packed enough food to last them 10 day. on a camping 
trip, and only 30 of the boys take the trip, how long will the food laat? 
5. 'Usually a ahipload of food will last a regiment of 5500 men 30 days. Aa 
the ahipload arrived 1/2 of the regiment is released. How long will the 
food last the remainder of the regiment? 
Test 12 
1 A man sold a motorcycle for $80 and bought it back for $100 and sold it 
--
for $120. Did he gain or lose and if he dill, how much ? 
Z. A w.atch gains at the rate of 30 seconds per day of 12 hours. If the watch 
is set at 12 noon, how fast will it be at six P. M. the same day? 
3. If apples cost one .. fourth as much as 6rangesand ,oranges cost twice a. 
much as ,bananas. how much will twenty apple. cost if the price of banan-
as is $ .,30 per dozen? 
4. If-Mary had$~'25 more than she spent today she would. have $.70. How 
much'did she· spend? 
5. How much.more will a dozen books cost at $6 a dozen than 12 pencils at 
5 cents each? 
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